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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Since the inception of news on television, journalists ~, 
have expressed diverse opinions regarding the relative effec-
1 
tiveness of its presentation . The majority of previous j 
surveys have been based on limited observations and in no way 
has experimental evidence been presented as a means of 
eliminating the basic problems vrhich possibly threaten the 
long-run security of television news . 
N.e\'i"smen are generally agreed that television ne,.rs 
operation is a growing process which has catapulted them into 
a spot where the responsibility is much greater now than when 
journalism first entered the video medium. Furthermore, the 
pr~stige of television ne1-vs has suffered at the hands of 
irrefutable evidence borne out by a recent surveyl showing 
that television news viewing has not materially reduced 
radio news listenership. 
Ste.tement of the problemi. As television news nm-r 
stands, it is no longer a problem of what to put on a show , 
but how to televise it. Thus, the purpose of this study is 
to determine what methods and practices of television news 
presentations are most effective and to evaluate them in terms 
1 Free and Peters, Inc., survey, conducted by Pulse, 
I nc ., as reported in Broadcasting-Telecasting 
Magazine, January 15, 1951. · 
of their adaptability to the medium . The proposed objective, 
in addition to presenting the current status of television 
nevrs, ho~oes to discover technical and operational deficiencies! 
which may be rectified by adoption of other methods and 
practices employed at several of the existing 107 stations in 
the United States . Specifically, the project is designed to 
analyze the different methods of presentation in an effort to 
determine which procedures and techniques are most effective 
for mass dissemination and comprehension of ne1.vs ideas on 
television . 
Therefore, it is the hope that this evaluation of 
techniques and attitudes expressed by respondents will present 
ideas upon which nev.rs policies and operational procedures can 
be formulated and developed in the face of the well estab-
lished competition from radio and the press . 
The imn6rtance of the study. The importance of the 
study is obvious in that before this new member of the com-
munica tions family can become a vehicle for mass dis s emination 
and comprehension of news, its presentations must be weighed 
) 
and rated in order to determine their journalistic value and 
effect iveness. The importance of the study is further empha-
sized by the results of a survey2 which showed that television 
news had prog re s sed little, if any, during part of 1949 and 
1950. 
2 Conducted by the televis ion committee of the Nationa 
Association of Radio News Directors and renorted in 
Broadcasting-Telecasting Magazine, November 27, 1950 
2 
It is believed that period ic evaluat ions of the per-
formances of television newsmen v-rill help them to be better 
able to dis cha rge their obligations in the e"lleviation of 
widesprea d i gnorance and intolerance . NevJ dimensions to the 
unc1ersta,nding of ne\vs can be crea ted through optimum use of· 
televi s ion's ass ets, namely immedie,cy , spontaneity, and c a ndor. 
Therefo r e, through the e xchange of ideas and technique s , this 
reuort vJill attempt also to identify s ome of the strong and 
weak points of television news p rog r a mming . 
The methods employed in gathering the data for this 
report included the use of mail ques tionnaires v~hich were 
sent to every televi s ion ste,tion in the United States . The 
questionnaire was prepared in the light of the televis ion 
industry ' s needs and aims insofar as newscasting i s concerned . 
Specifically , the questionnaire was constructed and inter-
pret ed in an effort to discover v'lhat practica l n roduction 
elements might pos s ibly be a l tered a nd rev i sed to better 
illustrate nevrs ideas on televi s ion • 
.Aclmowledgment is ma de to Mr. Ben Cha tfiel d, P res iden ~ 
of the Nationa l As s ociation of Radio Ne\..;s Directors , for his 
letter of introduction to the questionna ire and for his 
endorsement of the project \vhich stimulated a high resnonse 
of nevv-smen . 
In addition, an ana l ytical study of televis i on nev1s 
productions at the Columbia Broa dcasting System and at the 
Nationa l Broad.casting Company was made to supplement 
3 
que stionnaire data with first-hand information. The study of 
news procedur es at these two leading national television 
net\<Tork s also served to e!l...hance the writer ' s knovrledge of 
ne1.vs productions and better to analyze the response on 
que stionnaires. Special aclrnovfledgments also go to NBC ' s 
John Cameron Swayze and to Douglas Edwards of CBS for their 
cooperation in making possible the investigation of their 
respective network news shows. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
REPORT ON THE SURVEY 
The results of the survey contained herein bear 
evidence that television news programming has made great 
strides in the video medium. Although television news does 
not yet enjoy viewer ratings equal to variety programs, its 
impact is fast becoming a challenge as a result of s pectacular 
on-the- spot and film coverage. 
Of seventy-three television stations responding to 
the questionnaire, sixty-eight produce some kind of show 
containing local neivs ranging from elements such as nevrs taDe II 
and heed.line title cards to a combination and integration of 
every known method of ne1-rs presentation (See Table 1). The 
five stations not originating newscasts from their studios 
are connected on the coaxial cable, hovrever, and carry at 
least one type of nevrs show transmitted daily from one of the 
existing networks. ~-ro of these five stations presently 
do not have studio cameras. Tvro more of these five stations 
reported that they discontinued the combination newsreel and 
commentator show when network facilities became available. 
The survey also reve~led that only fourteen stat ions do not 
employ a regular ne1,mman on the staff. 
Most popular method of Dresentation. The method of 
news presentation used most among the stations reporting is 
the combination of film sequences, studio production aids and 
a newsman on-camera (See Table 2). Approximately forty 
stations p roduce this type of show regularly with varying 
formats. This fi gure typifies the increasing trend toward the 
presentation of flexible type newscasts which combine the 
techniques used by radio and the press. The use of this type 
of production is explained in full detail on page sevente~n. 
Use of newsreels. An almost equal number of stations 
currently produce the straight nevvsreel program. This type is 
produced daily by thirty-one stationsl, once weel[ly by six 
stations and semi-vreekly by ti-ro stations (See Table 3). 
Ti>Tenty of all the stations reporting this type of production 
and the combination newsreel and newscaster on their prog ram 
s chedules have facilit ies for process ing their own nev-rsreels 
i·rithin the studio while five others report having their local 
nevfs film -oroces sed by an outsid.e agency . It is significant 
to show at this point that ten of the t1Henty-four stations 
processing local film or having it finished outside the studio 
are non-interconnected stations vvithout benefit of network 
news shmvs to help in balancing good television programming . 
Nevvsmen report that the content of the straight nevmreel 
includes syndicated nevrs film vrith local film inserts and 
11live n commentary from the studio. The format of the show 
depends on the value of the news material on hand and the 
film editor vvho cuts out undesirable portions of any story 
1 Produced daily on a 5-day and 7-day-a-vTeek basis 
6 
on film . The nev.rsreel allovfs for up-dating of the new·s in 
that most film is not scored and the script is read by the 
studio nev.rsman or narrator. Lat e developments on any of the 
film stories can readil y be adapt e d t o the 11 live 11 scri:pt . 
Most storie s d.epicted on films are still usable even though 
new developments may arise . The visual portion of the story 
in most cases is generally adequate to carry the theme of the 
story a s long as the script has been altered to include any 
changes that may develop . 
Three of the thirty-nine stations which produce the 
straight ne\vsreel originate tw·o daily, and one station 
reported telecasting three newsreels each broadcast day . The 
mo s t popular length of the newsreel is ten minutes ' "l:vith the 
fifteen minute program being the s econd choice. Thirty-one 
stations produce thirty-s i x ne1~sreel s hmvs daily; of this 
number, eighteen sho~>rs run for ten minutes each . One dozen 
of them are fifteen minutes in length and six p rograms are 
five minutes long. The length of vreekly newsreels varies 
from five minutes to one-half hour (See Table 2 ). 
The commentator on-camera method . In the major 0 
categories, next in popularity to the nel'rsreel and c ombination 
newsreel and c ommentator on-camera programs -vras t h e method 
util izing a nei<'rsman before the camera and a mini mum of 
production a i ds (Se e Tabl e 4) . 
A total of thirty-one stations i nclude this type of 
nev-rscast on their daily news schedule s . I n all , the 
7 
thirty-one stations telecast fifty-one commentator prog r a ms 
daily. This method of presentation employs the appearan ce 
of the newsman "~t.rith a minimum of slides, pictures, phys ical 
objects, other production aids and the occasional aunearance 
of guests. Two of these productions run over a qua rter-of-
an-hour in length, these being weekly programs, but the most 
favorite time length is fifteen minutes, with the five 
minute prog r am second in choice. 
The stil1..:.picture newscast. Equally popula r vJi th the 
res pondents is the still-picture newscast (See Table 5). 
Pla ying an important role in presenting news on television, 
this method ranks third in use with the commentator on-camera 
category. Thirty-one stations daily present forty-seven 
still-picture programs . The various techniques employed in 
presenting still photographs on television include the use of 
slides, opaques on an easel and filmstrips containing still 
news pictures. Presentation of this material is accompanied 
generally by off-camera commentary and narration . The report 
shov.rs that the favorite length of still-picture newsca sts is 
five minutes. Ten minutes is the next popular length. 
Various studio techniques and technical illusions are 
employed by several stations to better illus trate a story 
with still photographs . Whenever possible, a series of 
pictures is used to illustrate various phases of a story , 
thereby giving the effect of motion in still-picture newscast~ 
Other techniques employed to lend mobility to photographs 
8 
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include camera -vrork, or panning the picture, and changing 
individual pictures rapidly, keeping stories short. Some 
stations reported limiting the script behind the picture 
story to twenty-five or forty words in an effort to avoid 
keeping a photograph on the screen for more t han a ten or 
fifteen s econd period. 
The rie'V'rsteller on-camera program_. Almost equally 
popular v.rith stations answering the questionnaire is the 
straight nw-vrsteller on-camera shm,r. Twenty-six stations 
include this type in their operation (See Table 6). Again 
the figures tend to prove that many stations are a~trare of the 
significance of putting an authoritative voice or personality 
before the camera. Not only stations that are destitute of 
film, photographs and visual devices present this type of 
newscast, but stations that produce more elaborate news 
programs also utilize this radio technique of reading copy 
before a microphone on television. Similar methods of pre-
senting audio matter before the camera are utilized in the 
straight ne-vrsteller program · as in other shows which are 
commandeered by a conrnentator on-camera. However, the system 
used most widely is the one where the commentator partly ad. 
libs and reads the script before the camera without the help 
of projected copy or other devices . 
Some newsmen are not reluctant to complain that the 
straight newsteller shm'l' is no better than a radio newscast 
ji 
I 
__ !,_being telecast . On the other hand, a number of stations 
I ====~~=-~-=--=·IF============== 
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II 
report that from vie-vver comment this type of news show is 
v1ell received.. This presentation is preferred. as a feasible 
means for competing \vith radio' s rapid. presentation of nev.rs. 
Time preference again is the five minute segment, 
with fifteen Emd. ten minute lengths widely used. by stations 
including the newsteller program in their schedules. 
Nevis Q1.1 tape. Least used. of all methods reported is 
the ne\vS tape show (See Table 7) • Eighteen stations carry 
news by tape with the time lengths varying from five minutes 
to t'Y'lO hours. The most popular length of this type of news 
presentation ~uns from five to fifteen minutes. 
WBZ-TV, Bo ston , Mas sachusetts, reports that viewer 
co~ment indicates that its daily five minute newstape show 
has great ap~eal to children. On the other hand, the effec-
tiveness of the newstape is doubtful from a production 
standpoint. This presentation is usually backgrounded with 
music , which is sometimes difficult to blend in a way to make 
it complimentary to the different themes behind the ne"'rs 
stories carried. Dr. Dallas W. Smythe, research professor, 
Institute of Communicat ions Research , and professor of 
economics at the Univers ity of Illinois, in a special study 
of telecasting in New York City , cited a case of incongruous 
blending of music on WOR-TV 's nm>~stape program which carried 
the report of author Sinclair Lewis' death to the accompani-
ment of a ngay waltz." 2 
2 Reported in Time Maga zine, Februa ry 5, 1951 
10 
.In compiling the figures concerning . the number of 
different methods of news presentations telecast it i s signi-
ficant to point out that other odd class ifications of local 
shows were reported by some nevvs directors . The questionnaire 
' 
listed six different categories of programs and provided space 
for list ing other methods of news uresentation employed. The 
odd classification of shows ranged from use of headline title 
cards vvi th on-camera narration to one minute nevrs capsule 
programs on the hour vrith a commentator before the camera. 
Pouularity of netwo rk . shows and syndicated nev1sreel s . 
More than half the respondents currently carry at least one 
network news program daily (See Table 8). It was indicated 
that elaborate netvmrk newscasts and national syndicated 
newsreel s do not adequately serve the loca.l independent 
televis ion newsroom . These services suffer l ack of editorial 
adaptation to local needs and interests. 
Another dra\vback in us ing network programs and 
syndicated material . without modification, respondents indicated 
is that -vrhen more than one station in the same coverage area 
subscribes to the same service, vie·vrers see the identically-
photographed e,nd s ometimes identica lly-\vorded news progreoms 
over different stations. 
Most pouule"r number of ne\"isca sts daily . The survey 
reveals that the mo st popular nurilber of nev1s shovm produced 
daily is t'~tTO, ·1-rith t,rrenty-t~>JO stations reporting this amount 
11 
I/ 
II 
li 
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(See Table 1) • Eighteen stations telecast one show 
v-Ii th four daily news programs next in :popularity. Nine 
stations produce four daily and six put on three programs a 
day. Tvm stations answering the questionnaire produce as 
many as twelve studio newscasts during each broadcast day . 
Another station telecasts a total of ten shows each day . 
The average of this total sho~rs that approximately 2. 8 
newscasts are produced per day . 
Preferred length of presentat ions. This survey 
shows that the most popular length of newsreel shows is ten 
minutes, vrith five minutes the choice for straight ne~rsteller 
programs and still-picture casts. Fifteen minutes is the 
preferred length of the combination newsreel and commentator 
on-camera presentation. All methods of presente.tion use 
varying lengths of time running from one to fifteen minutes. 
Time devoted to news by tape ranges from five minutes to 
two hours, vrith fifteen minutes the favorite length for this 
particular type of program. Weekly and semi-weekly ne~rsreel 
programs average from five minutes to thirty minutes in 
length . 
Local film urocessing and syndicated nev-rsreel 
subscription. It can safely be stated that better than one 
third of the stations included in the survey maintain nevrs 
operations which pretty \•Tell cover the local, national and 
international news event s on motion picture film . Twenty-
five stations said that they direct the film coverage of 
12 
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11 
local news , but only twenty of them have studio facilities 
--t 
.I 
•I 
and equipment for processing the film (See Table 9). Five 
I 
respondents currently h e,ve film ne11s processed by a local 11 
photographic l aboratory . Three of these reported doing local :1 
newsreel coverage only on certain occasions. ~relve of the 
total also subscribe to a national syndicated nevmreel. 
Seven of the dozen are non-interconnected television stations . 
At the same time, figures on s;yndicated nevrs reel 
subs cription total forty-two in all, vrith Telenews Production~! 
Inc., serving thirty-four stations (See Table_lO). Several 
respondents reported they had discontinued their subscription 1 
II 
to national newsreels upon joining one of the ex i sting 
networks . 
The above figures point out that a great number of 
li_) 
televis ion outlets are still in need of photograDhic ~races- 11 
sing equipment , as 1•1ell as cameramen to shoot news sequences 
and editors to cut and splice film footage . However, the 
fi gures are still a definite indication that local news is 
being adequately covered on motion picture film in certain 
television areas . As is noted on page six ~ ten stations not 
connected to the coaxial cable currently nrocess film news 
in the studio or have local film sequences processed by a 
local agency. These independent, isolated stations do not 
carry network ne-vrs prog r ams but depend upon their own film 
proces s ing operation and syndicated ne\'lsreels for well-
rounded coverage. Yet the survey reveals that only s even 
13 
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stations out of the ten subscribe to n ational newsreels. 
One of the most imminent developments i s the speed 
with which loca l film can be processed. Stations mainta ining 
film processing units reported that the time taken to air a 
news film sequence from the moment it was shot on location 
r anges from thirty-six minutes at WPIX in Nevr York to four 
to s i x hours (See Table 11). Only t wo other stations 
reported being capable of telecasting local ne\'rs film ·v.rithin 
one hour after recording an event . 
Methods of u resenting audio matter on television~ 
The p re s entation of audio matter in shovm where a newsman is 
before the camera creates s pecia l problems in televis ion ne>:..rs. 
Various techniques are used, but the most l·ridely u s ed method 
is that of reading directly from the copy on-camera without 
the help of reading aids (See Table 12). 
A l arge number of newsmen partly memorize the nevrs 
and p.:).rtly read from the script in hc:md , occasionally g l ancing 
into the camera lens . Others u s e a combination of memorizing II 
salient points of stories and delivering them ad lib. Still 
some nevrscasters who a r e very f ast s i ght readers read from 
the scri~Q-t on a desk and g ive the i mpres s ion of speaking 
from notes . Another means for competently pres ent ing audio 
matter before the televi s ion camera is for the ne-vrsman to 
become thoroughly f amiliar l"fi th the news before the shov.rs 
goes on the s creen. In thi s manner of p resent at ion, the 
nei>lsman a.ppears to be ad libb ing the nevvs . Occas ione,lly, 
'I 
I 
II 
il 
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the copy , 1-rhich is out of sight on the desk , is referred to 
I 
1: I -aids for presenting news on television when the ne\vsca ster is 
\vhen the n e1;mcaster has a l apse of memory . 
Different opinions are held on the use of reading 
II pictured. :Many respondents said they make no attempt to 
hide the f a ct that they are reading directly from the script . 
As suming tha t the audience lcnows the news is being read from 
a script , they do not try to fool the viewer with the obv ious ' 
deception tha t the nev-rs is being recited . One station , 
WAVE-rrv··, Louisvi l le, Kentucky , reported it has found from 
vievrer comment that this honesty in news presentation pays 
off . Fe1.r stations stated that announcers completely ad lib 
the nevvs and even fewer respondents said they use co py which 
is p rinted i n l arge type on cards v-rhich are held close to 
the camera lens . Crude devices also are used to complete the 
illusion that news is ad libbed by the announcer . 
VlKRC-TV , Cincin.."l.ati, Ohio, reDorted that copy is 
written on blank teletype paper and is rolled under the camera !I 
lens as t h e n eitfs ma n rea ds . Other written cues serving e.s 
p rompters to effect smooth p re s ent a tion of audio me~tter 
include the use of lcey vtords of pa ragraphs p rojected on large 
cards 1·.rhich hang from the camera lens . Rather than take the 
time t o commit the nei'i'S to memory , many neHsmen prefer to 
"absorb " it and then tell it completely ad lib. Others ad lib ' 
I 
1: the neviS after becoming familiar v.r ith the script t:md frequent- : 
ly refer to t yyewritten notes, thus el i minating the worry of 
lap se of memory which often comes from complete memorization. 
I Severa l stations attempt to vary their nevrs p resenta-
t:il ns to gu a rd aga inst interes t lags in viewers by u s ing 
tvm commentators before the camera who alternate stories . 
This is a cop y of radio 1 s technique of using tv-rin newscasters. 
~ television intervievr . Findings of the survey 
s how tha t agreement was almo s t unanimous on the value of the 
guest interview, particula rly if experts on varied subjects 
in the n evrs were brought to the studio (See Table 13) • 
Persona lities and figures in the news capable of lending 
additional interpretation to a story were rated by many 
res :9ondents as having more a ppeal than all other typ e s of 
studio presentations. 
Jack Bond of vVSM-TV , Nashville, Tennessee, said: 
Experience here has been that greater audience 
appeal results in type of loca l interview· p rog ram . 
This type consists of intervie1·r vrith some local 
expert or authority qualified to analyze, con1ment 
on, ex-ol a in or pres ent local ramifications on some 
event 1.-rhich is national or international at the time . 
Thus fa r , local authorities have been receptive and 
cooperat i ve. Many h ave been able to furnish 
illustraave ma~erial ..•• 
KGO-TV, San Francisco, Ca lifornia, finds the inter-
viev.r especially valuable for weekly reviel•rs of the news . 
This station p resents a weeldy thirty minute local nev.rs 
program vrhich u s es staff nevrs editors who intervie1..r six or 
eight figures in the nevJs. This particular show is entirely 
ad libbed, allovring any one of the guests ample time to 
exnound on particular points to be emphasized . 
16 
; 
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ll the highlights of a ne1-vs story are considered usable on 
,j I 
owing to the average length of nevrs shows . As a r-ule, 
lj television since most res"9ond.ents agree that sho1rring a.nything : 
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beyond pertinent facts in stories has a tendency to bore the 
vievter . However, the interview is invariably given consider-
ably more time when the intention is to provide additional 
details and background or the actual source in the nev.rs. 
Many neivsmen hold the op inion that the guest interview is 
the most comprehensive "v-my of presenting a neinrs idea if the 
proper authority is available for the camera . 
Another point of vieinT is that merely presenting an 
interview to the audience is not mal{ing optimum use of the 
video medium . This contention feels that pictorial matter, 
models, physical objects , and production aids should. be 
utilized as an adjunct to guests to qualify the words and 
information supplied by the intervie\vee. 
Thirteen respondents s aid that intervie1rrs 1r1ere 
occasionally conducted on film. At times, for an outstanding 
event or in case of a visit i ng personality, a sound camera is 
used to record a short interview v.rhich is later ifoven into 
the ne1rrs sho1rr . 
Most preferred method of local ne1rrscast . Perhaps 
most heartening in the survey is the fact that so many 
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stations are novr producing integre.ted ne\vsreel and commentato~~ 
half the i/ on-camera sho1rrs • . Forty stations, or more than 
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respondents ansvrering the question, telecast at least one of 
these programs daily. This type of ne"t-·rscast a dds an enla rged ' 
II 
span of recognition and almost instantaneous interpretation jl 
of nev·rs ideas :out on film, and it is rega rded as unparalleled 
for completeness, clarity and practical helpfulness in pre-
sent ing the neivs . 
The combination nevrsreel and nevrsman on-camera method 
allows use of various production aids, art work, guest 
interviews , and at the same time facilit a tes the presentation 
of late news bulletins· or stories which do not readily lend 
themselves to pictorial coverage or art trea tment . Late 
developments on stories or bulletins can be read or ad libb ed 
by the announcer who is pictured on the screen. This type of 
presentation apparently comes closer to satisfying television~ 
- I 
insatiable appetite for va riety, mobility and interesting 1 
pictoria lization than any other newscast . 
The combination of film, production a ids and a 
nei•rsman on-camera is the type of sho'IIT preferred by most 
respondents to the questionnaire for presenting local news 
(See Table 14). Leading reasons g iven for this preference 
are that the show allmm for maximum va riety of presentation, 
and for bett e r vi sual continuity throughout the prog ram . It 
is also preferred for it s flexibility and adaptability to 
loca l needs and interest s. This type of newscast is cho s en 
and produced by the leading network s and by the more nevrs-
cons cious independ.ent television stations on the theory that 
II 
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~--- -t ~ction pictures an~ -th:at-:;_~Y'Oe newsreels cannot s tand alone ~~~~-~ 
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as adequate television nevrs program.ming . 
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II Tv.1enty-nine nevvsmen stated s pecifically tha t the 
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combined nevrsreel and newscas ter on-camera show is the t ,rpe 
best preferred for local news presentation. All but three 
felt 'i it ,o;ould command the greatest vie\-rer interest (See Table 
15). Though while not committing himself, one res pondent 
indicated that on.:.the-spot ne-vrs coverage \.Yas superior in 
locally-produced programs though p r <wtically out of the 
question budget-wise . 
V1Thi le the contention is that motion p ictures alone 
cannot substantially suffice as a complete nevrs broadcast 
of daily ha·openings, several respondents indicated that as 
yet the des ired. type of personality to h andle such a telecast 
has not been found. Nevertheless, the selection of this 
method of presenting nevTs on the whole shov-.rs the recognition 
of a nev-1sman on-camera as a means for putting over the nei•TS 
I· 
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on television in an authoritat ive and dignified manner . II 
Obviously, the commentator on-camera is capable of p resenting 1j 
expert, reliable e,nd informed int e r p retation of the new s 
through interviews with guest expe rts and other studio v i sual 
means vrhich are not a da,ptable to p resentat ion on radio news 
p rog rams. In addition, the fle xibility and. cH:!aptabili ty to 
local news of this category g ives television an increased 
chance of com1Jeting in speed. of reporting v-Tith radio . 
This nevrscast generally utilizes a l ternating 
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sequences of the announcer before the c amera, still photos , 
slide p rojections , opaques, film segments , live guests and 
varied tec~~iques for tel evising news ideas in an interesting 
manner . Names , figures and detailed steps of explanation 
and instruction can also be injected into certain stories 
for emphasis. Where film pictorialization is desirable and 
not available , this type of shmv can utilize a series of 
uhotoe;ra:phs or visual aids to illustrate stories . Half a 
dozen s t a tions preferring this type of local newscast 
reuorted that they do not currently p roduce it. Factors 
yreventing its nresenta tion were equally attributed to the 
cost involved a nd to the l a ck of facilities and pers onn el 
(See Table 16). 
It seems significant at this point to wonder '\•Thy so 
feu respondents p refer the combination ne-v1sreel e.nd commen-
I 
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t a tor on-ce.mere. :.oroe; ram v-1hile a t the same time forty stations 
replied that they now uroduce it. Perhaps detailed p roduction! 
nroblems or other technicalities involved in this ty:.oe of 
newsc2.st are reas ons v-rhy so fe'\v neiii] Smen p refer it. On the 
other hand, as i s indica.ted l ater i n the report, many 
resyondent s are s till in s earch of a type of personality who 
can hold the viewer 1:1hile pres enting nmvs. As was p ointed 
out by iN'BZ-TV, Bo s ton, "the novelty of a nev-rscaster 's face 
'\vears off in a short time . 11 Although it remains a foregone 
conclusion that on-the-spot nev-rs coverag e has far g reater 
impact than any type of studio- produced nei-.,rscast , its 
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practica.bility on a regularly scheduled basis is cons idered 
out of the question at the p resent time. It could eas ily be II 
J, as sumed then that technical difficulties involved in the I 
1: production of a ne11s reel integrated with a nev.1scaster on-
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camera and studio visual aids alter some1>That the res pondents 
preference of it as the best type of local news show . 
Other nreferred methods of local ne1•rscasts. Next in 
preferen ce among new smen i s the stra ight newsreel p rog ram 
with the script read in the studio (See Table 14). TvJenty-
one stations selected this method of news presentat ion for 
its va riety and interest . Six of them naming this type : 
chose it for coverage and visual continuity. Nine do not 
currently televis e a newsreel p rog ram but a.ll stat ions ne.ming 
it a s their preference felt the news reel method of nresenting 
news carried the g reatest v iewer interest (See Table 15) . 
The nine s t ations not producing ·a local newsreel program 
labeled co s t as the major reas on (See Table 16). 
Third in nreference of local newsca sts 1·1as the 
comment ator on-camera show with a combination of visual aids 
(See Table 14). Eight out of eleven ne1-rsmen choosing this 
p roduction reported that the chief reason for the selection 
was that it was cheaper and quicker to televise, 1ivhile the 
remaining three felt this type of news show carried more 
v a riety and interest. One station currently does not telecast 
this type (See Table 16) for lack of facilities and personnel, 
and three others stated it does not necessarily carry maximum 
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(See Table 15). II 
Tvm stations of the· sixty-three replying to the 
question listed the still-picture newscast as the preferred 
type of local news presentation, naming as the leading 
reasons for the selection tha t it is the cheapest and quiclcest II 
kind of prog ram available (See Table 14). One res -oondent 
admitted that the still-picture newscast does not have any 
suecial appeal to viewers (See Table 15), and one gave the 
cos t of uroduction as the reason for not telecasting this 
type of new s material (See Table 16). 
The least p referred method of local nevrscast i s the 
n et.vstape. Only one stat ion ureferred nm..rs on tape, of 
necessity, as the cheapest and quickest type of local nevrs 
presentat ion (See Table 14). 
Stations urocessing still nhotogranhs . Slightly 
fe1,rer than ha lf the respondents, thirty-one stations , 
reuorted that still photog raphs of local news a re processed 
in the studio or by an outside photographic l aboratory or an 
affiliated n e;;.-rspaper (See Table 17). Several stations replied 
having wire photo and press bureau s located in the same city, 
making it unnecessary for them to concentrate on local still 
picture photography. All but six of the thirty-one stations 
regularly shm·iing local news pictures have studio facilities 
for proces s ing photographs. 
Stations subs cribing to s yndicated wire-nhoto services~~ 
Only tw·enty-eight of seventy-three stations included in the I 
.. 
: 
survey present ly subscribe to one of the national synd icated I 
wire-nhot o s ervices (See Table 18) . Of this total, t\"Telve 
sta ted a preference for Associated Press service, eleven . 
subscribe to Acme pictures and five stations use Int ernationJ 
Ne1.,rs Service wire photos. These figures, and those in 
Table 17, tend to shovl that still photographs of national 
and· international ne'lrVS events are not too popular as g ood 
television fare and serve only as visual matter \"Therever 
film s equences are unavailable. Hmvever, it is generally 
agreed tha t loca l st ill shots are considerably better than 
no -oictorialization at all . Furthermore, local nevvs photos 
are comparat ively cheap and easy to process and integrate 
into a news show . 
Preference of svndicated teletyne ~ and its 1J:.§Q 
.Qll television~ On the quest ion concerning press viire pre-
ference it is concluded that r a dio vlires are preferred for 
use on the video medium. Stations buying more thc:m one 
service reported using them all in vrriting up nevis \vhile 
other~ h a d no s pecia l choice in the matter since they s ub-
scribed to one wire service . 
United Press and Associated Press and radio wires 
'\overe used by thirty-four and thirty-tvro stations respective-
ly, ivhile nine respondents preferred Internat i onal Nevi'S 
Service, a nevrspa~Jer wire, for det a ils and b a clq3round (See 
Table 19). Only one station named the TrEms-radio n ress 
li 
II 
"iv ire . Chief rea sons given for these p references were better ~ 
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local coverage and prop er condensation of copy for adaptation 
to television news . 
Thirty-three of sixty-one stations answering the · 
question reported that al l v-1ire copy is rewritten regularly 
(See Table 20). Ten respondents sa id that syndicated news 
copy is revised only on occasion. Some stations s eldom have 
use for press wire servi ces except for up-dating copy "'Thich 
is attached to syndicated nat,ional n evrsreels and s till 
pictures. In thi s case , rewriting news i s necessary . 
The animated storY . I t i s gener~lly agreed tha t 
animat ion on television aims fol" journalistic integrat ion, 
cla rifica tion and sy-nthesis of the nevis story , but neverthe-
less , the capacity or wil lingness to create this typ e of 
visual story exists among fei..r independent stat ions and 
television netvrorks . Of course , it i s vvell understood among 
nev1smen t hat to produce the ani mated s tory requires a v-rell-
executed pl~:m of movement and expert a rt treatment , i·lhi ch 
most respondents a dmitted not having . A great majority of 
the sixty-six ne1.vsmen ans\veri ng the question reul ied that 
animation tends to clarify more complex news s to ries such as 1 
labor legi s l a.tion , polit ics and finance , and a t the same time ./ 
add i nterest t o otherwise prosaic sto r ies in the ne1.vs (See 
Table 21) . 
The questionne.ire f a iled to aslc specifically whether 
stat ions crea.ted film animations or the kind vrhich a re a form 
f 11 1 ' 11 t d' • t ~ t k th " th f ll . IJ o 1 ve s u 10 an1ma ea ar ,,ror , _ erer ore , " e o _o1...r1ng 
II 
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figures vrould apply to film, cartoon , 11li ve 11 and mechanical 
animations. Nevel'theless, animations are created by seven-
teen stations (See Table 22) . Only sixteen respondents 
questioned the effectiveness of animated stories in helping 
to clarify complex ne1.vs ideas . Many felt they were over-
produced, complicated <:md consequent ly confusing, often not 
being worth the time involved in creating them. Others 1·rere 
of the opinion, hmv-ever, that if the animation tells a story 
by means of selected visua ls, it is considered worthwhile. 
By selection and minute detailing, particular elements of a· 
story can be transformed into an animation so that they are I 
emphasized by the camera and become explanatory in themselves ] 
All of the respondents named limitation of nev.rs 
budget, shortage of a rt department personnel ~nd l a ck of time 
as the leading reasons for not having instituted animations 
as a regular phase of their nm-rs operations. 
On the whole, animation used as a true production r 
a id, whether on film using conventional s igns complimentary 
to the story, in cartoon form, or vrhether as movable object 
or scale models which adhere to cha rts and maps , is recogni-
zed by nevrsmen as a vital production tool for putting over a 
news idea. This tec1mique gives television a decided 
advantage over radio in that animated stories can generally 
go far more heavily into interpretative material than can 
the nev·mcaster with only the aid of a microphone and sound 
effects. Its greatest asset,of course, is its purpose to 
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give motion to inanimate or still subjects . 
The creation of animations might eas ily be interpre-
J ted as being equal to editorializing, yet it is odd that 
II many newsmen should be reluctant to editorialize on 
/! television, especially s ince they fought so desperately to 
I 
~~ have the famous r'~ayflower decis ion reversed by the Federal 
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Communications Cownission. 
Studio resources used to inci'ease com-orehensiori of 
~· There is no ques tion that to make optimum use of the 
video medium, wherever possible, pictorial matter should be 
utilized in one or more of the varied forms of pictoria.lize,-
tion and graphic represente.tion. Motion pictures, still 
phot ography, filmstri ps , slides and other visual devices are 
recognized as powerful media of co~munications, and to meet 
the ever-increasing problems involved in pres enting ne\vS, 
televis ion newsmen have devised and utilized varied methods 
and techniques to simplify the presentation of ne-vrs content. 
Virtually all resnondents agreed that the use of any 
single visual aid or combination of studio resources listed 
below \•Thich have some bearing on the subject matter are 
definite aids to comprehension of news ideas (See Table 23). 
Basic visual aids and devices employed in the average tele-
vision studio include film, still pictures , headline title 
cards, physical objects, overlays, animations, cartoons, art 
treatmBnt, artist at easel, camera work, blackboards, che.rt s 
and gra-ohs, maps, personal approach of the commentator e,nd 
other studio resources u s ed to illustrate a point to be 
emphasized (See Table 24). These specialization p ro ps help 
to enhance video ' s powers to hurdle comprehension difficul-
ties in making news s tories more memorable to the viewer. 
In television operations where excellent facilities 
and equipment are ava ilable and put to use, basic problems 
of visual news presentations are at a minimum . Though not 
adequate s.lone to make every news s tory interesting , thes e 
resources act as effective supplements to film sequences and 
lend themselves admirably to simplify complex stories not 
readily adaptable to film coverage·. 
Stat ions equipped with art departments furth er 
emphasize the importance of utilizing all resources and 
visual aids on hand, oftentimes showing the artist a t the 
easel. An art de:;_oartment is a lmost ahvays essentia l fo r 
creating i nterest ing film animat ions and grayhic presenta-
tions . The emphasis in this respect then i s not only on the 
technica l s ide, but even more on the capacity for creative 
i deas that made motion pictures and other v i sual aids worth 
producing. It is obvious that only as one understands the 
uroblems of news presentation an c. comprehens ion difficulties 
can he devise the audio-vi sua l means ,,.;hich will contribute 
to their solution. The many res ources mentioned above are 
now standardized unit s used to help illustrate stories and 
emphasize vital points. Most of them are employed repeatedl y, 
but occas ionally, new elements are brought berore the camera 
i 
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to aid some i¥ay in simplifying presentation of news ideas . 
The old adB.ge that one picture is worth ten thous and 
i<VOrds might s tand up under certain circumstances , but motion 
picture researchers have found that ninety-nine times out 
of one hundred, a vie1.ver does not remember any further ba ck 
than the iwnediately preceedi ng image except in cases of 
memorable and powerful pictorialization. For this reason, 
it "'rould seem that some formula is needed to give drame.t ic 
appeal to the combination of words, p ictures and motion. 
The sol ution, in many cases, could be the utilization of 
every conceivable aud io-visual device, thus not only inform-
ing the public, but at the same time, increasing the 
opportunity for the viewer to interpret the news himself . 
The Jd§.Q of tran s itional effects ~ This study , in an 
attempt to find possible solution or answers to the reasons 
v-rhy television nevts is not attracting a. le.rger share of the 
video audience, has delved into the little techniques and 
practices vlhich are being emnloyed in some stations as an 
integral part of news presentations, but ifhich are not 
included in other news operations . 
Opinion vras sharply divided on the effectiveness for 
maximum perception of opt ical illusions u sed as transitional 
effects. It has been recognized. that some cont inua lity 
editing technique, vlhether it be the dissolve, the fade or 
the f a st, direct cut, is necessary to orient the viewer on 
chang es from one story to another, or from the ne1."/s ce. s ter 
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on-camera to the film sequence immediately fol l m'ling or 
vice-versa . 
Where the quick cut is a direct switch from one 
story t o another , the di ss olve is a trans ition from one 
sequence to ~:mother effected ·by "fading do1m" one picture to 
blackness and "fading up " the following shot from darkness 
to a full light picture . In the dissolve, there is a 
momentary overlapping of the two pictures . The fade is u sed 
as a transition by "fading in" the camera from blackness to 
lightness or the reverse, but "~liithout the overlapping as in 
the dissolve. 
It is for the purpose of exami ning s ome aspects of 
the technice.l processes used in television nevis production 
that this section of the project is p resented. 
Twenty-six respondents fe.vored use of the dissolve 
and the fade as transitional effects on the grounds tha t they 
help maintain pictorial interest and visual continuity in 
news shOi,TS (See Table 25). 
However, thirty-four of s i xty stations ansvrering the 
question condemned use of the di ssolve and the fade as 
deliberate distractions which confuse the viewer . This 
group a lso emphasized the a.mount of time lost in employing 
these continuality bearing techniques . The dissenters 
contend that a tightly-written, f as t paced news prog ram 1-vith 
s plit- s econd timing tends to s timulate ana hold the vim·rer . 
They favored moving into one story from another 
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instantaneously without a lapse o~ time by using quick and 
accurate cuts . The fast, direct transition, they declared, 
is necessary in order to make maximum use of the existing 
short periods of time alloted to nev-rs programming . The 
e.mount of time consumed by f ades and dissolves vm.s described 
by several sta.tions as being equivalent to costly, unus ed 
space in newspapers . The di ssenters' bone of contention 
was that these tec~nical processes are non-reportorial . 
They held that nev-1s should not be "dressed up" as a produc-
tion, but ought to be televised as a straight presentation 
of daily happenings. irfuile these transitional effects \tfere 
regarded as "phoney" and not in keeping 11i th good reporting 
by some respondents, others believed they -vrere too experi-
mental for television newscasts and felt these practices 
only slowed down the pace of a show. 
An example of how much time is consumed in p rograms 
using dissolves and fades i s the NBC-TV "Camel News Caravan," 
in v-rhich approximately fifteen seconds are lost. An cLverage 
of ti•TO seconds is consumed by each transition. 
Frank LaTourette of KECA-TV, Los Angeles, California, 
said that the use of such technical processes as the dissolve 
and fade is "confusing", and that " simplicity is the key to 
comprehension." 
Another one of the thirty-four stations recommending 
instantaneous tran s itions, WHIO-TV, Dayton, Ohio, said 
optical illusions "tend to confuse the news and get the 
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people interested in the mechanical end instea d of importance 
of the news." 
Stations using and approving the use of di ssolves 
and f ades hold the opinion that they add va riety an d better 
pacing to the news show. These newsmen agree that format 
and picture composition can be utilized to create interest 
in the ne\·rs. They contend, therefore, that dis s olves and 
f a des a re necessary to orient viewers on scene changes in 
the n ei'TS. The case of Hollywood dramc;"tic movies might be 
cited v1here the fade, dissolve, and the wi pe are employed 
as deliberate distractions to take the viewer's mind off the 
=oreceeding scene so that full attention can be devoted to 
the current action. Likewise, in the case of television 
news, these transitional tricks can be used to take the 
vie\ver 's mind off the commentator who introduces a film 
sequence v1hich is dis s olved in over him, thereby allo1<ring 
the vievrer to concentrate fully on the follo"v'ring film news. 
News Director James A. Bridges of \'v"SB-TV, Atlanta, 
Georgia, s a id these film cues "lend a professional touch to 
the shovr and help the vieHer if not carried to an e xces s. 11 
Other comments in favor of the dissolve and f a de were based 
on the grounds that they help to coordinate continuity, to 
achieve smoother production and to compel attention. 
WBZ-TV, Boston, Massachusetts, in expressing its 
opinion over u s e of continuality editing techniques, 
reported that if not overdone, the dissolve and f a de tend to 
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serve as a vari ance from the "bulletinizing" of televi s ion 
ne;,rs by fast succession of stories shmm on the screen. 
The controversy of detailin~ the news story . Another 
argument on the effectivenes s of news presentations i s the 
amount of coverage given to individual s tories . Perhans 
television news l a cks mass appeal because it f a ils to go 
more heavily into interpretat ive material by including more 
det a ils and background which sometimes might seem irrelevant 
to the signifi cance of the story. With its combination of 
vw rds, pictures and motion, television gives news broader 
interpretation than any other form of communication and 
requires far less time to be effect i ve . Hmrever, it is not 
assumed thatby sheer multiplicity of words, images, and 
production aids can television news draVT mass appeal . Yet, 
on the other hand , it vmuld seem that the more volume there 
is, the greater chance there is for objectivity in presenta-
tion of ne\•rs which carries with it an element of interpreta-
tion e,nd self-correction . Notable examples of detailed 
coverage are the current senate crime committee hearings and 
United Nations sessions, which have long been discontinued 
on a netvtork basis . These on-the-spot telecasts are ready-
made attractions and true news s ituations \vhich, '1t7hile 
g iving lengthy and detailed treatment to the ne"V'IS , do not 
l ack dre.matic tension. 
The impact of on-the-spot coverage , over and above 
- the ne1,yscaster ' s re -porting of the n ev.1s , has penetrated all 
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reaches of life within range of television and has opened 
up a new dimension to understanding of the news. It can 
safely be assumed that on-the-spot telecasts bearing exciting 
'-vitness to news events have a greater impact than any other 
method of news presentation but the laclc of time, facilitie s , 
personnel, and money loom as the Drohibitive factors to this 
type of telecast . 
A very small percentage, or ten stations of sixty-
four replying to the question, definitely indicated that the 
average news story presented on television does not contain 
adequate details (See Table 26). Forty stat ions reported 
that they were mostly devoted to headline coverage of the 
ne1.vs , except in cases vrhere stories carry significant message: 
Fourteen res·oondents decla red that the degree of coverage 
given to the e.verage story i s dictated by the value of the 
story and the means on hc;md for g raphically detailing it. 
The nroblem to this group , at l east, might be described as 
one of individual nevis story evaluation. 
Jack Bond of WSM-TV, Nashville , Tennessee , substan-
tiates this contention by reporting t hat 11 TV news:, like any 
news, should cover those details necessary to convey the 
story , 1.vith details in proportion to the importance of the 
subject matter. 11 
Nev-rs men p referring more det a iled coverage, if and 
vJhen possible, felt that if a sto ry is l acking in details, 
the vie'\'ler is l eft with only vague ideas of the ne1-vs. Where 
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most of the stations expressed the opinion that television 
should leave infinite details to nevmpapers, YIBD-TV, Saint 
Louis, Missouri, reported that "pictorial presentation lends 
itself to an emphasis on details, rather than abstract 
ideas. " 
David Murray of WLW-D, Dayton, Ohio, also reported 
that the reason 1,.,rhy television newscasts contain feitrer 
I 
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stories than the average radio sho11 is that "TV ne1..vs, though 1 
aided by pictures , seems to tend toward fuller coverage of 
t II each s ory ••• Among respondents who believed news should 
made better use of the video medium was Dick Hageman of 
vlKRC-TV of Cincinnati, Ohio, who said "irrelevant factors 
are sometimes nevertheless colorful . 11 
The forty stations advocating brief coverage of 
general run-of-the-day news stories assumed that anything 
universally understood i s likely to be important, end 
therefore, 1,vould not require tedious detail or specie.l in-
formation to explain it . This group contends that if a 
story is reduced to the smallest possible number of details 
and still kept identifiable, then the item is sufficiently 
serviceable tovvard the desired end . 
Benjamin Gunn of l'fAGA-TV, Atlanta, Georgia, said , 
"Variety is the es sence of good television news rather than 
ext ended expl anat ion of a particular story . 11 Other notable 
comments in favor of limiting the coverage of news stories 
implied that the integration of film and other visual aids 
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in nevvs p rograms permits only time enough for headline 
coverage. It is the general belief among this g roup that 
television at its best presents a broad picture and scope 
of the news, but that the technical processes of television 
neces sarily limit the number and length of stories which can 
be covered in programs that are the same length as radio 
nevrs casts • 
The adequacy of .Q!1Q daily fifteen minute newscast . 
Opinion expressed on the adequacy of one daily fifteen minute 
nev-rscast shows that the average day ' s top news cannot be 
covered in one program. Thirty-four stations of sixty-four 
ans;.·rering the question indicated that one qua rter-hour 
p rog ram is not adequate to provide a complete nev-rs roundup 
either in headline form or in detail (See Table 27). Here 
age,in it is intimated that teclmicalit ies involved in pre-
senting ne-ws consume considerable time, necessarily curta il-
ing the number of stories available for presentation . 
Almost half the respondents, or thirty stations , 
expressed the attitude t hat all important news could be 
encompassed in one daily quarter-hour program . 
These figures, though not extreme, tend to emphasize 
the need for expansion of time allotments for news prog ram-
ming in the nation's televi sion stations. In the belief 
that one day in the future local news programming will be 
the main source of revenue for the independent television 
station, it v-roul d seem wise to extend the length of the 
I 
I 
television newscast . With the development of high-s peed 
film p rocessing equipment, the expansion of ney,rs staffs and 
other technical a c1vances, news will tend to become the 
me~instay of the loca l television program schedule. 
The renort on adequacy of one fifteen minute program 
daily seems inconsistent with the res ponse on the former 
question regarding detailing of individual nevrs stories . 
While the majority of nev1s directors rejected the idea of.' 
elabora ting on television news stories, they also indica ted 
that more daily newscasts are needed to cover the news 
picture thoroughly. 
The differences betvJeen radio and television news-
gathering technioues. There is almost unanimous agreement 
among nev-.rsmen tha t newsgathering teclmiques are basically 
the same for all media. But respondents to the question-
naire also cited definite characteristics ~vhich stand out 
as signif.'icant departures in gathering news for the video 
medium (See Table 28). Obviously, timel y visual matter, 
~vhen avai l e,ble and adaptable , is the mainstay of televi s ion 
ne"~I'TS progre.ms and it must be gathered simultaneously with 
audio or written matter. This coordination of sight "\·rith 
sound naturally pres ents a special problem in that technical 
limitations are pres ently greater than the opportunities in 
television ne1trs programming. 
Television news, in its present state, is dependent 
primarily on the resourcefulness of.' the mind behind the show . 
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Respondents bear this out in recommending that future tele-
vision ne\>Ismen be a cquainted vl ith the elementa ry principles 
of motion picture production , film editing , still photo-
g r aphy, studio camera techniques, a nd direction of a ll phases 
of nevrs coverage and p resent ation on the new medium. To 
render the best possible pictorialization of local n ews , 
t elevision newsmen utilize every audio-visual means ava ilable 
to the newsroom. 
William Ray of WNBQ, Chicago, emphasized that 
gathering news for television also requir6s studio devices 
and techniques. Sometimes, local newsgathering beg ins in 
t he studio, especially illhen guest experts, physical objects 
and innumere.ble other subjects in the ne1trs are ava ile,ble for 
the t elevision camera. Devices within the studio are 
neces sary a l s o to h l.?-ndle the presentation of statistical 
me.teria l and other subject matter ·vvhich i s not read ily 
adapt able to visua l treatment . 
Jack Bond of WSM-TV , Nashville, Tennessee, a lso 
pointed_ out that newsgathering techniques 1trill have to s tress 
"graphic ba ckground material that len ds itself to i n formative 
illustration . 11 In other vwrds , good telev i s ion news 
gathering i s not limited to the s ou+ce a lone, but to every 
element in the vis ua l di mension. 
Victor P. Reed, of KGO-TV, San Francis co, said the 
11 lcey i s to think in te r ms of a combinat ion of pictoria l and 
a udio qua lities." Thi s i s where television news gathering 
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differs from gathering news for radio . ~nether the newsman 
.directs the shooting of a film news sequence or wields the 
camera himself, televis ion ne1o1s must be gathered with a 
visua l conception as the guide . Reed also as s erted that 
the out s tanding difference in ge.thering loca l ne1..,rs for 
television is necessary "anticipe.tion of events to accomo-
date the various items wanted for visual reproduction . 11 
In local film coverage , many stat ions emphasized 
the need for cooperation among staff members from different 
departments . Local film coverage involves many pre-filming 
procedures if more colorful, interesting stories are to be 
ren dered. Arrangements have to be made for event s to be 
filmed, and advance preparations have to be agreed to by 
other s tation personnel and sometimes by even the source 
of the news . The story is usually planned in proportion 
to it s va lue before it is shot on location. El ements not 
lending themselves to v i sual portrayal have to be pl a yed 
dov-m or omitted later in the cutting room . In most cases, 
a nevvs happening i s recorded on more film footage than is 
generally used on a ne\v S show . 
William C. Driscoll of WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, 
follo;..rs the line of movie producers in us ing the pictorial 
bui'ldup method which is of the cut-in and cut-away variety. 
Us e of such abnormal pictoria l techniques teJces considerably 
more time to shoot, but the meaning of the action i s enriched 
and clarified . Pictorial buildup techniques can be a ppl ied 
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to news sequences to stimulate excitement anc1 mal{e vital 
point s in the story more memore.ble . 
Benjamin Gunn of itfAGA-TV, Atlanta, expl a ined that 
"basic facts plus interesting camera style of the commentator 
and production .''\ ids to demonstrate the story are essential 
differences" in gathering news for television. 
Outside of the above listed departures, on the 
whole, newsmen generally assumed in the survey that basic, 
traditional nev.rsgathering techniques for all media are 
virtually the same. 
Most urgent needs in television~· The survey 
revealed that present methods of ne1..rs coverage and p resenta-
tion on t elevision are highly efficient now , but respondents 
listed technical improvements in film process i ng as their 
grea.test immediate need . 
The common complaint is that television news is a 
large s cale operation, demanding and consuming vast resources ! 
of money, personnel , and equipment. Beyond these complaints, 
newsmen who are willing to switch over to f ilm coverage of 
local events are faced with the problem of selling this kind 
of ne1..,rs shov.r to the client who can afford the expense 
entailed. Matter of factly, it ·vvas stated by a great number 
of newsmen that one big factor blocking production of more 
elaborate ne'i.JS shmvs is stat ion management itself. Nei..,rsmen 
replied that management has not yet been convinced of the 
effectiveness of nevrs or the.t it has a f,uture on television~ 
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They expressed the belief that me.nagement and potential 
television sponsors have to te.ke an interest in this type of 
informative, public service show· and bear the high costs if 
the p roblem is to be solved . Until news production costs 
are considerably reduced , it is app~rent from re sults of the 
sur-vey that television newsmen are resolved to produce the 
best available type of ne1.vscasts vrithin the range of local 
sponsors' budgets. 
Virtually all of the respondents said they -vmnted 
more action and mobility in the news to displace still 
p icture shows . In many cases, the development of ne-vvscast ers 
or commentators who can present nevrs in an Emthoritative, 
impressive manner vrithout becoming too overpowering in 
personality and showmanship was considered one of televi-
s ion ' s most urgent needs . As the field now stands, ne1,vs 
directors do not under estimat e the need for more intelligent, 
versatile personnel ;,vith ne"\vs ba ckground and other qualifi-
cations necessary to meet the problems involved. in television 
news nroduction . 
Most of the stat ions e xpressed confidence in their 
operations and that vrith the proper saturation of money and 
personnel they could reach new limits in loca l nelifS coverage 
and p resentation. A few sts.tions, hov.1 ever, suggested that 
television nevvsmen recognize the fact that rad.io a nd the 
press are the real nevrs agencies. On the other hand, the 
fevl stations nmv producing elaborate ne"\vs shows a re 
I 
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stretching toward nev-r and different borders in an endeavor 
to pictorial ize ne1-rs items instantaneously or voiithin a very 
s hort time after they occur . They replied that this solu-
tion could be fou..n.d in the development of a mee.ns for 
transmitting film ne\,JS like vJirephotos . Specificall y, J ames 
La\'Trence, KSD-TV, Saint Louis, Missouri, po i nts out the need 
for "perfection of a single unit film camera , i.e., vrith 
synchronized sound track which uses a film (or other 
substance) that can be proces sed a l most instantaneously ." 
Lawrence added that 11 0nly 'i'Tith such a device (and experiments 
to\•Jard it are underway) can television ne~vs compete with 
radio news , in bringing hapuenings to the public adequately 
before the edge i s taken off them by ne-vrspaper accounts . 11 
For the most part , resnondents said money and 
technical advances are the most urg ent needs f $)r improving 
local news presentat ions . These imp rovements call for the 
decrease of neces s ary time for shooting , proces·s i ng , and 
editing of nev-rs film for television, -v-rhich in turn require 
high-sp eed equi pment and larser ne1.,1s staffs v-Jith q ua lified 
personnel . 
fEZ-TV, Boston named the 11 development of fle xible 
pictorial material for a comn rehens ive report 11 as the 
g reatest immedia te need in televis ion nevrs . 
Several res pondent s reported the need for better 
s yndicated nmfs film service for faster vmrld coverage, a nd 
for the development of port able ca meras for instantaneous 
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transmi ss ion of loca l neivs event s . 
An aopropriate comment to conclude this report i s the 
stateiiliillt made by Roy Neal of vfPTZ , Phil adelphi a , 1,'iho sa id 
frankly , 11 The g rov.ring p rocess i s a long one •.• difficul t 
to live through J 11 
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CHAPTER III 
AN ANALYSIS OF TELEVISION NEWS PRODUCTIONS 
AT TWO LE.I\DING TEI£1/IS ION NErvWR.l{S 
Introduction. Except in the cases where the tele-
vi s ion mmera tr~-= nsmits an on-the-spot pictorialization of news 
happenings, never before has televis ion news been pres ented so 
comprehensively and prepe.red so systematically as it is being 
done at the Columbia Broadcasting System and at the Nationa l 
Broadcasting Company. CBS and NBC, in their elaborate tele-
vi s ion n evlSca sts , combine every method of ne\·rs pre sentation 
us ed by all of the nation' s independent stations . These 
netv-rork productions conta in a mine of information and ins i ght s 
woYGhy of investigation by every person concerned with tele-
vision news. The transmission of news happenings from thes e 
network headquarters is possible within a fe\v hours after they 
occur chiefly because large amounts of money are available 
to expedite their preparation . 
Ne1vsmen at all of the independent stations a gree 
that the factors preventing local operations from producing 
more effective and elaborate nevrs shows are such items as 
costly electronic devices and photographic equipment, properly 
trained pers onnel and other tools needed in addition to the 
traditiona l typewriter , ruler , pa ste pot and s cissors. 
Hm·rever, radio newsmen converted over to the television 
industry a lready have available the basic ingredients which 
!I 
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compose a television nevrscast . They a re the newsreel, suppl ied 
I by various news agencies covering events t hroughout the world, 
nevvs phot o s , cartoons , maps , graphs and many other tools and 
techniques to be exploited from radio and the press . 
A challenge to the ingenuity of televi s ion nev.rsmen 
i s a recent survey ·Hhich s h m'is that 11 television-receiver 
ovmership does not materially reduce radio news listening . nl 
This conclusion should emphasize that televi s ion newscasting 
is becoming increasingl y dependent upon inn ovations and new 
twists which can be t urned out of lmown methods now being used 
in loca l stations . The networks have hurdled many of the 
television obstacles "'rhich loom before t he loca l nei'IS director 
by employing the best human and electronic brains avail able to 
the industry . Due to the g reat expense involved in producing 
a worthvrhile television nev'l·s show , the networks, with compara-
tively unlimited budgets and n ational spons ors , can supply 
coverage and programs v.rhich independent stat ions are unable to 
supDort. Though the CBS and NBC televis ion newsmen do not 
claim to have the answer, one thing they are sure of - that 
these da ys, hardly anything seems too far- fetched for the 
future. In vie1t1 of the huge expenditures going int o their 
I shovlS , it become s the sacred duty of t he leading televis ion 
I net;,vorks to interp ret the news to achieve mass comprehens ion 
1 Pul se , Inc., Surve y conducted for Free and Peters , 
I 
I 
Inc., as reported in Broadcasting-Telecasting ~~ 
Magaz i ne, J anuary 15, 1951 . 
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in these troubled times . 
The television bill-of-fare , so far, i s composed of 
three major categories: remote pickups , still-picture casts 
and newsreels . To many stat ions, not one of these methods i s 
11 i thin reach. 
On-the-spot ne-vvs is idea l but difficult, costly c:md 
many times unpredictable. Remote telecasts require a mobile 
television crew , extra power lines, if avc. ilable, and 
facilities to rel ay on-the-spot transmission . Many obstacles 
may interfere with relay transmission of the s i gnal, or by the 
time the mobile cre\'r is set up at the news s cene, the event 
may be over . When the event has been anticipated, provisions 
for telecasting remote happenings can be made in sufficient 
time to make possible a good trsnsmission . 
The still-picture newscast is the basic method of 
loca l news coverage used by many independent stat ions. rire 
photos , charts, drawings and picture library material e"re the 
basic ingredients used. to illustrate a news item or idea on the 
still-picture shmv . News editors , however, feel that st ill 
p ictures are only a " s top-gap" 2 and d.efeat the purpose of 
television, with its insatiable appetite for motion . 
Newsreels make up the bulk of the average tel evis ion 
station ' s news formEt , being it s only way of getting vrorld news 
2 Reported in a survey conducted by the National 
Association of Radio Nevrs Directors and printed in 
Broadcasting-Telecasting Magazine, November 27, 195 
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in motion. When high-sp eed film processing machines cut the 
delay betvreen the ha ppening of t he event and its pres entat ion 
to a matter of minutes, news on film is destined to become 
televiE·ion 's chief nevrs med.ium . It is in the hopes that s ome 
of the network news techniques de s cribed here will be feE•.sible 
in local station operation. 
The CBS-TV "Douglas Edvrards and the Nev.rs 11 prog ram. 
At the Columbia Broadcasting System ' s television nevls hea d-
quarters in Ne1-.r York, there is no depth of news lmowledg e tha t 
comme nt a tor Douglas Edvm rds and director Don Hevritt are not 
p repared to a b s orb in their p roduction. Each evening at 7:30 
o'clock, Monday through Saturday, "Dougl as Edwards and the 
Nevrs 11 is broa dc a st over CBS-TV. 
The object of the show i s to cover thoroughly the 
day's nmvs , u s ing as much timely visual material as possible 
;,-.r-ith in fifteen minute s , in addition to an audio account of 
other news highlights . A s i ngle-voiced prog ram , Dousla s 
Edwards i s alternately on and off ca me ra to provide the com-
mentary to uns cored film nev-Js , to interpret the meaning behind 
an anima ted story , to interview gue s t s in the s tudio and to 
broa dcast the type of neir.Ts items irlhich do not lend themselves 
to dramatic or g r aphic pres entation . 
Though nev-rscas ts are clas s ified as informative, this 
nightly CBS-TV :orog r a m could aptly be described also as educa-
tional or ins tructive . Cert c:.inl y, it is w·ort.hy of a label far 
more a :op ropriat e than that of "news reel, 11 of the ty:pe seen at 
theaters , vr ith i ts timely fil ms , s tudio interviews with 
I ne~trsv-rorthy individual s , v i s ua l c r e at. ions , cartoons , and e xpl an- 1 
atory anima.t ions . Ed1-vards and Hewitt are not so much conc err1ed l 
v-rith what to pres ent, but hm'f to :present it . They use film, 
not to s tand by i tself i n c ~ rrying the story , but as a n I 
illustrat ion to f e.c ilitat e Ed-vrards 1 interpretat ion of the s to r;fo l 
' The CBS-TV p rog ram i s p l anned 1;-rith relation to the 1 
imuortance of the day ' s news and how well it can be transl a ted I 
and reduced to t h e s implest form of i) resen t ation . Firs tly , 
a tentative lin eup of s tories is prepared . Wire cop y and II 
I' ne~trspape rs are s c anned, film ma de available by Telenev1s j 
Productions is s creened e.nd sel ected, and work is ass i gned to 
the s taff cameramen and a rtists . The format of the shmv i s 
constc:n1.tly chan g ing duri ng preparation of the news . The time 
element, the news value, e.nd the message the ne\'fs carries 
determine l argely \vhich stories will be used in the shOiv . 
Even though the director lmO\'lS p retty well the order in \•rhich 
the ind ividual items will f i t into the s how, the format is 
kept flex ible a nd is s ubject to chang e or subst itut ion to 
f acilita te i nsertion of a l a te nm1s s tory or a ne\v development 
t hough it may nbreak 11 minut. es b e fore air time. In other -vrords , 
Director Hewitt wil l not s acrifice a s i gnificant news item 
which can be p res ented orally by Ed1tle. rds fo r a p icture story 
or n ewsreel footag e . 
The uers onnel vlho devote eight hours per day to 
1
1 
writ ing e.nd p roducing film sequences for the Doug l as Edwards 
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" show have been cho s en p rimarily for their integrity as nev-rsmen il 
lj a nd for their ability to judge n e\vS va lues p ictoria lly. This jl 
II 
leading network, 'i'!hich produces one of the finest and most 
thorough televi s ion n e\lrscasts on the s creens today, has taken 
s t eps to reduce the cost and time put into the show. The full 
or partia l employment of thirty-four persons tot alling more 
thEm one hundred and fifty man-hours daily went into this 
broadca.st befo re it v-ras substantially reduced under a ne\lr 
effic iency o:peration . Ap-o ro x imately one hundred c:.nd s i x man-
hours daily , involving partia l or f ull efforts of tv1enty- nine 
sta-ff members , go into the l abor of planning , p repa ring, 
editing, rehearsing and p resenting the p rogram. Out s ide 
agencies contributing to the s hovr include Intern.at ional Ne·Hs 
Photos, for still p ictures, Telenews Pro duct ions , for motion 
<J icture s , a film develop ing firm and a photostat establishment . 
To a chieve wider film coverage , CBS has supplied 16mm cameras 
to all of its foreign correspondents, e.nd expects them t o take 
movies for possible use on the Douglas Edwards news shovr. 
The i nt eg ration of p ersonnel shown on Table 29 
, eliminated s i x people from the permanent staff, and thereby 
reduced the man output by forty-eight hours uncS.er a ne"~tf 
efficiency p rog ram begun in 1950. The fw~ct ions of ea ch of the 
t'\·.renty-nine staff members a r•e of g rea t import ance to as s ure 
smooth and p roper pe.cing !'md split-s econd timing in going in 
and out of film s equences and other element s on the show. 
The s e efforts to reduce costs and s till increas e efficiency 
II 
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point the vray for additional experiment and exploration by 
nev-rsmen who work local o ~Je rations on smaller budgets. CBS-TV 
constantly searches for new tecm1iques while improving the old 
to present an a.1:mroach that is different yet understandable to 
the viewer . 
The Douglas Ed\.rards prog r am attaches great importance 
to its guest interviews with pers ons who figure in the day's 
nev;s . Most of Edvrards ' interviews take place in the studio, 
but occasiona lly, he goes "on-location" to record his inter-
vievis on film in the color of their original surroLmdings . 
Edwards maJces an effort to fea ture at least tvro intervie\vs 
per week on his p rogram to bring to the television screen a 
fresh -and varied presentat ion of n s\vs . He limits each 
interview to four minutes. T-o round off a full fifteen 
minute nevrs show and to guard agains t lags in vievrer interest , 
Edv.rards allots an a verage of forty-five seconds to each s tory. 
The " play" on certain items varies a ccording to neivS v a lue, 
log ic, and dramatic interest. 
Television headaches ce.n be caused by nevvs stories 
on tax debates or labor negotiations , but the alert televi s ion 
nevrs director can report the complicated vital details of such 
events clearly and s imply by using art work . Graphs and charts 
can illustrate a tax debate; simple cartoons and animations 
make more interes ting and informative the fights between labor 
and management . Properly u s ed, animations contribute 
materially, through their impact of simnle e xDlanat ion, in 
scores Em exclusive on such s tories through the use of anima-
tions v-rhich are an integral uart of the shov.r . 
One example of excellent visual reporting on the 
Douglas Edwards program vms President Truman 's budget mes s age 
to Cong re s s. CBS-TV handled thi s significant story vri th 
i n imitable clarity by crea ting an idea -v-rhich furni s hed an 
interesting vis ua l r eport. Telenews Productions supplied 
CBS-TV news headquarters vrith exclus ive film of the Pres ident 
making hi s budget address, but Director Hev~i tt rejected the 
1 film story for an ani mation crea ted by CBS-TV a rti st s and 
II 
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cameramen . Hevritt, Ed;,-rards and the two \vriters decided that 
creati~.e, st imula ting images other than the President vrere 
needed t o e xpl ain the a.ll-important budget, vrhich in the 
beginning ;,.vas p ractically i ncomprehens ible lvhen rea d on pe.pe r 
or vJ hen heard by the ear. The im-olicat ions and consequences 
of the b u dget ma de the s tory look like a tough ass i gnment but 
the CBS-TV staff found a s-oecific s olution to s timulate 
interest in andclarify t he complex item. After the story had 
b een vi s ua lized the v.rriters p re-pared a scriDt i-vhile the artist 
printed a dollar bill in play money and tags indicating how 
much the new tax increases \v ould t ake from the dolla r, and 
I
I fina lly, where the revenue 1.1ould go . wnen the art vrork and 
-~ !I_ t h e s cript >rere completed, t he cameramen were called to p ut 
==i--, 
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the s implified story on film . 
Thi s e.nimation involved the tot.why and dubious 
qut? s tion of filming a one do l le.r bill in p l a y money . He1-vitt 
asked the Federal Bureau of' Investigation for clearance on i ts 
use but vras only referred to a section of the Treasury' s code 
p rohibiting the photographing of United States curren cy. 
Nevertheless , the animation -vras u s ed. 
The scri-pt alloted ·s o much time for oral description 
e xplaining the need for the nevr tax as the animation det a iled 
the amount of additional taxes to come out of the dollar for 
defense, foreign aid, and other expenditures. Portions of the 
dollar bill flew onto the screen vJith tags att~ched , denotine; 
hovv much 1-rould be t e.l~:en out for individual, corporate · and other j 
taxes . The s tory cons tantly built up until the full dollar 
bill took form on the s creen. Additiona l foot age depicted by 
animation in the same manner where the tax money "wuld go once 
the federal goverDment had collected it. In addition to 
re:presenting the story by means of art , the animation 1-1as made 
even more log ical becaus e it depicted with photographs the 
individuevls and groups immediately effected by the new taxes. 
These descriptive photographs B.l s o served as interpretative 
materia l to supplement the commentary. 
Play money used in the budget animation V~Tas placed 
ups ide down on the eas el, anci it ltTas filmed beginning with the 
full oolle.r bill and a ll the tags repres enting the v a rious 
taxes. As ee,ch tax was mentioned in the script, a portion of 
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l the doll~ bill and its corresponding t ag was removed from the 
I 
bac l;:ground until there was nothing but a blank s pace left 
\vhere the play money had been. V'lhen r un off on the p rojector, 
the film is reversed, thus beginning with a blank background 
and y iece by p iece completing the doll a r bill with each 
s ection's a p-o ropriate ta.g . In creat :Lng an animation , the 
came raman shoots so many f rame s of film p er second of commentar;v 
to a ssure perfect s plit-second timing and smooth pacing \'!hen 
the story i s nut on the a ir. CBS-TV uses 16mm film, both 
negat ive and pos itive, shooting thirty- s i x feet of film per 
minute of copy. 
Probably one of the mos t v ita l department s in the 
process of :9roducing the Douglas Edvmrds news show i s the art 
shop . It is res ponsible for me.k i ng g r aphically clear as 
possible any element of the news. Its be.s ic function i s to add 
interes t to and to cla rify any story vrhich has not been covered 
by newsreel . Sometimes, hovrever, as in the case of the federal 
budget a n d tax story , an art deyartment animation , chart , or 
graph i s used in p l a ce of a ne1vsreel story to g ive a comnrehen-
s i ve account of the nevis a rticle. The bas ic tools in the 
televi s ion art department are g ra-phs , charts , ma:r;>s, cartoons, 
photo capt ions , s ca le model s , and other vis ua l a id s material 
\'Vhich can be ap-plied to g r a ph ic rep resentation of a complex 
s to r y. Newsmen a t CBS-TV hol d the op inion t h e.t the art depart-
ment can play an even greater role in televis ion news n res enta-
tion s if the development of new techniques ca.n speed up the 
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Although film animations 11
1 
creation of animations and ca1~oons . I . 
and film s equences pl ay an es s entia l role in the production, 'I 
t he use of magnet ized s ca le models for detailed description 1
1 of a story has been rejected at CBS-TV . Newsmen and art i sts 
I 
feel that moving scale model s on a map tend to clutter up the 
sc reen and add. confusion to a s to ry . 
Once t he material and the script are as s embled, t he 
operat ion is moved to the studio for f a cilit ies rehearsal, 
\vhere cameramen and projectionist s get instrtJ.ctions on the 
vita l part they play in the proc1uction . Thi s does not mean 
that the rehearsal i s a cold and awesome briefing sess ion . 
There is a . great dea l of banter, v-rith much of it referring to 
I 
the good show teleca st by the opposite net\vork the n i ght before ~ 
Film is run through and timed to correspond v-rith the s cript, I 
l ast minute cutting and splicing t alce pl e.ce, l ate news 
bulletins are added , and the prog r B.m is ready to roll (See 
Table 30). 
From the control room, the director gives cues to 
the p rojectionist , cameramen, s oundmen , and monitor control 
men . To effect a fast-moving shm-r , transitions from one s tory 
to the next are direct cut s , wi th Edwards g iving the commentary 
behind each film sequence . He beg i ns the film introduction , 
to g ive the vie\ver the location of the story, the exact moment 
I the motion Di cture i s flashed on the s creen. CBS-TV doe s not 'I 
employ film t r icks such as dis s olves or fades for t ran s it ional ~~ 
1' effect but get s into each s ucceeding story without hesitation . ,! c========~lr-F· ===· ====,====~~========== ======================================~~~ 
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l Sound and music effects are used to bacl{ground certain unscored 
film s equences to lend additional dramatic interest . 
The CBS televi s ion nev-rs shm,r is put on with the 
I viev.rer constantly in mind . The form of the program is an in-
forma tive, varied and lively one . Though n ot devoid of shoi'T-
ma n s hip a nd a pl easing personality, Edward.s commands his viev-rers 
to concentrate on the nel'lS instead of on himsel f . To g ua rd 
a gainst a ny undue deviat i on from the script , he reads from 
co9y 1vhich is printed on l ong narrow cards that are held c l o s e 
to t he camera lens. This method of p resenting news on c a mera 
also facilitates split-second timing of the shoi'T and reduces 
body movement and shifting of the eyes , thereby eliminating 
p ossible di s tractions •. 
One factor o-wing to the success of the CBS-TV 
" Doug las Edvrards and the Nevrs " prog ram is that Edv-rards and his 
director are primarily ne\'l'smen . Edwards was the first major 
r a dio ne\·rs caster to ma ke the jump from radio to tel evi s ion on 
a full-time basis . He vrent overseas on an eight thous and mile 
roving a s s ignment as a vmr corres•Jondent in 1945 . He ''rrites 
all of t he ne\vS on his shovr except the scripts for films and 
anima tions v1hich are p repared by two writers . Director Hewitt 
h a d the dis tinction of being the youngest accredited war 
c orrespondent in \iorl d War I I 1.vhen he ,,ras only t1,1enty years 
old . 
When · achievements of Ed11ards and Hevr i tt were not 
awarded a plaque in the p resent e"tion of Look magaz ine ' s first 
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I. annual television a-v,rards, Harriet Van Hor·ne said in her Radio II 
I Iii 
I
I and Televi s ion column: 
John Cameron Swa.yze, a highly proficient memorize~ 
( (or reader) of news bulletins, §Ot a plaque for I 
'I having the "best public affairs program. If the 
intent i'ras to honor a ne;,,rs commenta tor, then the : 
! a\'rard should he.ve gone to a newsman, such as Doug 
1 Ed;,va rds, who actually writes and edits his sho1:1 .5 
In closing , two other advante.ges that a l a rge budget 
I 
o r national sponsor a ffords 
1 tr"' ns~ t lantic conversations I V• " "'· 
I local coverage . 
the net·vmrk news shows e. re tivO-\vay 
and the e:21.-tensive use of film for 
The techniques used in a transatlantic teleuhone 
broa.dcast is a split- screen, with the Nei'r York reporter in one ! 
I 
::::~i:::v: ::~~:np::::::eo:1::e1:o:::g:t.:::r:::;~dent or a I 
In the description of a remote film sequence, the cosJ1 ~ , and the time involved are outstanding . CBS-TV newsmen are I 
quic k to exploit Ne-vv York as a strategic national nevrs source . 
In shooting a scored film sequence on-location, the s ervices of , 
II 
at least s ix men- are required: the director , an announcer, the IJ 
J' 
cameraman, a sound man, a lighting man Emd his assistant. On I 
such an assignment , four or five hours are s:oent shooting I 
I 
several hundred feet of film. During the telecast, the story I 
I 
may rt.m one minute or less. The cost for labor a lone runs -vrell .I 
over one hundred dollars . I 
·I 
!l_ 3 New York ~lorl d-Tel9graril, January 17, 1951 II 
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The NBC-TV "Camel News Caravan" nrogram . The 
National Broadcasting Company's fifteen minute "Camel Ne\vS 
Caravan" program i s a multi-vo iced nevrs cast Y.rhich i s televis ed 
each might, Monday through Friday at 7: 45 o 1 clock , on the 
NBC-TV net·work. This presentation has the l arge s t coverage of 
any other network ne1..vscast . It y.ras carried on thirty- seven 
television stat ions throughout the United States, as of J anuary 
1, 1951. NBC survey figures es timate that three million, nine 
hund.red thousand persons s ee the "Camel New·s Ce. r avan" nightly . 
This newscast is perhaps the only one of its kind 
that u s es the efforts of so many people, so much news film, and 
enjoys audience ratings almost equal to many of televis ion's 
variety programs. One f a ctor account ing for the popularit y of 
this show i s the time at which it is broadcast . The "Camel " 
newscast begins just before the strategic hour of eight o'cloc~ 
as viewers get s ettled before their sets for an evening of 
televis ion entertainment. The commentator on this show is John 
Cameron Swayze. 
The object of this program is to cover the day ' s news 
thoroughly . To that end, the show employs a range of f a cili-
ties and pe r soni1.el which . is vlithout parallel in the hi story of 
televi s ion news . 
The personnel contributing direct l y to the NBC-TV 
production include sixteen staff cameramen alone (See Table 
31). The Director and Film Supervisor screen hundreds of feet I 
l======il=o,.-=f n=e=i=r~ =s=f=i=l=m=s=e=I=1t==i=n=f=r=o=m==a=l=l=o=v=e=r=t=h=e=w=o=r=l=d=b=y=N=JB=C=n=e=vl=s=m=e=n==· ==jll=l ==-- -= 
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ll Four of them are stationed in New York, and two cameramen cover I 
II 
events in Y.Tashington. Until recently, NBC ' s combat ca meramen, I. 
the Jones twins, shot some of the most dramatic film foot age 
ever to come out of the war in Korea . NBC also receives film 
i 
II States, and a p roduction ste.ff in Nevr Yorl~ , 
, newsreel operation unique among networks . 
j . Whi l e Joh..n Cameron Swayze is the 
shmr, six other voices are also heard . S1vayze opens the 
" Camel " ne1vs prog ram, and he introduces e a ch film ne1..vs sequence 
I with a s tandard sentence that locates the s etting of the story . 
The chief reason for the mul ti-voiced show is to p revent voice 
monotony from detracting from :presentation of the news . A 
di s tinct advantage of lending live commentary to ne1trsreel 
footage is that the s cript can be brought up to date to coin-
cide with the l atest news developments . 
Frequently, some of the film used on the progra m is 
s cored . Such film with the sound track attached is generally 
feature and fa s hion stories which do not require up-dat i ng . 
Other fea tures g i ving variety to the p rog ram are night l y ce.ble 
switches to Washington and often-times to Chicago and 
Cleveland , whenever n e1t1s from thes e s ources is worthwh i l e. 
Ne~s not covered by fi l m or by ca b l e switches to the cities 
I where the event has occured is given orally by Sv-rayze. 
===li= 
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s i gnificant ne1-.rs and late bulletins are reported on-camera by I I 
I Swayze , who ad libs with the a id of notes . I n the event of a 
n ov1er failure which mie;ht prevent S\vi tches to outlying points 
on the NBC television hook-up, Swayze is p repared to ad lib 
additional news to fill in the time allotment ordinarily set 
a side for cable switches . The program a hrays ends on an oral 
presentation of ne"\vs by Svlayz e vJho either p rolongs or condenses 
the remainder of the nev.rs to balance the timing of t he itihole 
performe>nce . 
Basically , a timel y nei'lsreel vvith 11 l ive' or s tudio 
cornmentary and a personality on camera, the NBC-TV production 
rarely makes use of detailed art work or animat ions . At the 
same time, hovlever, the pres entation malces increasing use of 
various vi s ual matter to .keep the format from growing s t a tic . 
Stories -vrhich demand g raphic representation , such as mil i tary 
maneuvers, are handled by the Vueg raph, an ins trument v·lhich 
eliminates the time and expense i nvolved in creating explana-
tory cartoons or animat ions . Hoifever, a graphic demonstration 
of a news story on the Vuegraph requir·es only a large screen 
and a c c.mera to cover it during the broadcast . This instrument 
is a flat-top table v·Tith a periscope l ens which projects a m~p 
or che..rt upon t:i.1.e s creen. The operator fli p s a series of trans-
parent celluoid ce.rds on \vhich are placed black darts, arrovrs 
or other conventional s i gns . They are pro j ected at s pecific 
points upon the map or cha rt , thus granhica lly illustrating 
the position or general direct ion of mi litary movement s vrhich 
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jj cannot be effectively demonstrated by film sequences . 
II 
The 
II II 
'I 
II 
commentator explains the placement and movements of the conven- ll 
ll 
jl 
II 
tional s i gns as they are flashed on the screen. 
The use of magnetized scale models also has ~roved 
inve.luable as one of the many re~;ources employed at l~BC-TV to 
minimize news comprehension difficulties. Little magnetized 
models of airplanes, tanks, and. troops that adhere to the map 
represent the pos i tions occupied by allied or enemy forces. 
The comment ator deta ils the ne'Vvs , and all the while , the mag-
netized models, controlled from behind the map , are constantly 
1 shifting, thereby a dding motion to an otherwise ste,tic story . 
Newsmen at NBC-TV believe that news comprehension difficulties 
are considerably cl arified through this type of graphical dem-
onstration . Use of magnetized scale models is not limited to I 
the description of military tactics, but is becoming an in- ! 
creasingly successful means of knocking down many barriers to I 
comDrehens ion of news ideas presented on television, especially ! 
when maps are employed to illustrate a story . 
Formation of the show begins when the Director talks 
with NBC ne;,vsmen in Washington, Chicago and Cleveland to gather 
ne\'fS stories originating tl'1ere. On occasion, when the nevrs is 
v1orthv.rhile, svlitches are ma de.to these points on the coaxial 
cable to carry the news from its source . 
The next step in outlining the ncamel 11 program format 
i s the screening of film . The Director, ·vvriters, and Film 
Supervi sor decide 1-vhat nevvs sequences \vill be .used and how much 
---r-
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time will be alloted to each story. The s crints are timed to ~ 
coincide with the length of each news film sequence . Following ~ 
the screenine;, the Director knows hovr the program vv ill be lj 
divided up between film portions and Swayze ' s live segments , Ill 
the Washington and Chicago pickups and the studio live shots . 
A worksheet is drawn up listing the origination of I 
'I 
Every man inv olved in the p roduction [I each segment of the sho>r , 
I ::o::Y"::;::: :::wt~:e5:;9:r:a::::t 0:s::i:a:::t~:~ . sh::ely 
are chcmges made i n the format. 
I 
I 
j 
According to Director Peterson , Sv.rayze handles any jl 
in stories , late bulletins or nev-r developments recei ved 1J chc:.nges 
near the end of the broe.dcast . The provi s ion for l a te ne;,·rs 
brea ks c:md for "hop- scotching the world, 11 or s umming up the 
day' s news , i s called a "cushion. " The time devoted to this 
period, usue.lly two or three minutes, is determined according 
to hovv close to the schedule t he show is running . In other 
words, the schedule is sub ject to a s light time variance in 
that a fter S;,.rayze has g iven the introduction to a film sequence, 
he is held on camera for a feiv v a luable seconds before the 
motion p icture i s flashed on the screen . If the program is 
runn ing late because of too much time us ed on a cable switch, 
Swayze deletes some of his s criut to close the show on time . 
VH1.en ru.nning behind schedule, the "cushion" pe rmits the 
commentator to absorb the balance of t ime with additional 
S\'fayze ahrays has addit iona l material to s ubst itute j' 
I 
stories. 
II 
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for out- of-tovm pickups in the event that a power fai lure j' 
prevents a cable sv,Titch . The average time alloted to indivi- J 
I 
dual stories is one minute , with the minimum or maximum of time j 
I 
being determined by the dra matic content or value of each ne~·rs 
i tern . I 
In the studio , S\vayze works before three camera s ~ j 
Two cover him at his desk ano. the third is trained on charts 11 
or the Vuegraph screen . Film sequences not scored require live il 
narration sup-9lied by other commentators vrho work before IJ 
microphones in the same studio with Swayze . A floo r manager II 
directs the opere.tion from the studio . He cues Srrayze and his 
guests , and by vratching a monitor screen he cues the film 
narrators to assure Sj~chronization of oral description and 
the visual presentat ion of different scenes in the s tory. 
Ralph Peterson, meanwhi l e, directs the vJhole shm-1 from the 
control room, giving orders to the cameramen, to the pro ject-
ionis t, to the video control operators, and to the s ound man 
and audio control man. The nce.mel u ne1.vs ~9 rogram em:pl oys four 
p rojectors using 35mm and 16mm film, both negative and lJOsitive 
NBC-TV uses negative fi l m l a r gely to cut. down on the time and 
the money involved in p roces s i ng the film. 
The transitions from one story to another on the 
"Camel News Caravan" are created by film tricks and optical 
I 
! i llusions ~ Unlike the CBS-TV use of sharp transitio:nal cuts, 
il NBC-TV Is utilization of 11 fades tl and 11 disso lves 11 on the screen 
I I tend to s lovl do'ltm and les s en the visual impact of tel evision 
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ne\vs p resentat ions . I t has been ca lculated tha t from one to 
two seconds a re consumed by each of these continua lity editing 
techniq ues used during the prog ram . Except in cas es when 
" run-through s " or connected film s e gments are employed , John 
Cameron S1•1ayze g ives the " roll-cue " or int roduction on-catne ra 
to each fi l m sequence used on the p rog ram . He is cons equently 
held on the screen for a few s econds before each fi l m s tory is 
faded in. This practice of l eaving the commentat or to s t a re 
i nto the c amera tends to leave him with an e xp ressionless look . 
A static screen, on the other hand, might well be interp reted 
as comparable to dead a ir on r a dio , whi ch c an be i nvalua ble i n 
catching the momentary attention of the listener . 
During the ye a r s , NBC-TV has built s taffs to h andle 
a multitude of det a ils within this ne\v s operation . Jus t as 
r a dio and ne\rspapers built u p their star reporters and column-
i sts, directors of the " Camel News Caravan" a re uti l i zing 
John Came ron Si.·myze as a personality on televis ion . Swayze, 
h owever , ,,rorks in nevJs surrounding s , i..Yrites his own s cripts 
with t he integrity of a ne"!.•rsman and keeps the show from 
dragg ing . Before hi s broadcast , S\'iayz e "absorbs 11 the ne·ws 
through repeated rehea rsa ls of the s cript . He then ad libs the 
news with the aid of note s which he s eldom u s es . 
Swayze ' s earliest ambitions were f ar r emoved from 
the field of n e1-vs reporting , even though it later became his 
life vrork . He wanted to go on the stage and to this end 
. ~-· studied a cting • As a result of hi s s tage ability and 
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elocution lessons, Swayze was made the voice fo r a Kansas 
.... 
City nev1spaper ' s r a dio ne·vrscast. He l ater joined NBC as 
Director of the net, .. rork ' s We s tern Division News and Specia l 
Events Department . Shortly afterward , he was transfe rred to 
Nei•J York to join the net\vork ' s Eas tern ne\1S staff . In additio 
to the 11 Camel News Caravan , " Sv-rayz e also appears on NBC 1 s 
· 1 ... 1 · · · , "Who s. a J.. d That .?. 11 weeK y ue evJ.sJ.on quJ.z snow , Svmyze vwn a 
p laque in the Look magaz ine Firs t Annual Television Award 
presentation for h e.ving the "best public affairs 11 program . 
Ral:9h Peterson, Supervisor of the NBC Televi s ion 
Ne·Hs de sk and the Director of the "Camel News Caravan , 11 1.vas 
a war correspondent as well as a v-re.s hington corres pondent, 
~>There he renorted the Government ' s ~>'Tartime activities . 
Pete r s on also covered the t wo test explosions of the s tomic 
bomb at Bikini . 
In summing up this study , here is how noted Radio 
and Televi s ion critic John Crosby analyzed the \vay NBC and 
CBS covered a big S"L1ot ne"\vs story on television: 
Televi s ion news p rograms have matured a bit in 
the last year and on Nove~Jer 1 came one of those 
nevrs events that s e parates the boys from the men -
the attempted as s as s ination of President Truman. 
NBC had a s light edge in the pictori a l department. 
CBS 1 Douglas Ed1vards had a very l arge edge in 
handliv~ of the news . CBS had facts a nd quotes from 
one of the gunmen that NBC did n ot h a ve . Tha t they 
vvere Puerto Riccm Nationalists and. Col lazo's 
stat ement: 11Vve came here for the ex-oress uurnose of 
killing the president ." The NBC show not-only misse 
all these f a irly relevant facts, but e. l s o indice.ted, 
in the words of its Washin§ton co r respondent , Robert 
1YlcCormick, t hat there was No clear p icture yet of 
what happened ••• Collazo hasn ' t been very co-operative 
,, 
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s o f a r i n e xpl e.in i ng hi s motives ••. It' s a mystery 
here . 11 
Just v.rhy it should have been a mystery a t 7:45 
p .m., vJhen a.ll the fe~cts were in, is a mystery to me. j 
The p robable rea.s on i s , aga in, the diffe r en ce in ' 
ap roach. Doug Edvrard s a nd hi s director , Don Hew itt, 
both e x- war correspondents , never bother with 
rehearsals . They s p end a.ll their time u p to a ir tim 
v.rriting cmd re-writing so the nev.rs i s a s u p to da te 
as pos s ible. 
- At NBC the emph a sis is on showmans h i p , which 
i sn't in itself a ba d thing exce1't vlhen it i s done 
at the e xpen se of n e"\<J"S values . Jobn Cameron SitJayze, 
i'rho n resides over the NBC shov.r memorizes his s cript 
and rolls i t off in tones of varying portent, no 
1 
matter \<J"ha t the news content is. Ed"lfiards consi s tent-! 
ly underplays , directing attention to the ne\·1s r a the rj 
than to himself . The Camel p rogJ'e.m seems put t o-
gether like a va riety s how and once put tog et her, 
NBC a ppea rs relucta n t to tee.r it apart again - no 
mat ter 1-.rho gets s hot at . 
The night a fter the shooting , for e xampl e, NBC 
devoted a lot of film footage to President Trumc:m 1 s 
vtalk , shov.red the President handing out Ha rmon troph-
ies in his backyard and then p roceeded to the 
inevi t c:.ble fashion shm'r . CBS, on the other hand, 
showed exclusive films of the fighting in Puerto 
Rico while Ed,.vards gave a lot of b a. clrground on the 
u pris ing and v.rhat it meant . 
I n other ~-<Tords , NBC gave the p l ay to the personal 
element , President Truman , who i s easier to I 
dra matize; CBS to the i nterpretative . 
The interp retation of news in thes e bewildering 
times is a difficult as s i gnment, not a l vmys an inter-
esting one, but it is one of the gravest res ponsib i-
lities a ne\.v-sman has if he takes the p rofe s sion of 
journalism at all seriously . 
The differences in attitudes stem , at lea st in 
pa rt , from the differences in background of the men 
who h andle the shmvs . Whereas Ed-r,vards 2.nd Hevritt are 
fundamentally ne,.vsmen, Cla rence Thoman , \·rho puts the 
NBC show together and decides what goes in a nd 1vhat 
stays out, is p rimarily a shovrman . 
The guiding pri nciple of Edwards and Hewitt is: 
11Never sacrifice nmvs to p ictures . n4 
4 New York Herald-Tribune, November 25, 1950. 
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CHAPTER IV-
SU~WillRY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary . This evaluaticm of the present status of 
nev.rs on television marks a defin ite upward trend in the program-
ming of local ne1'11S •1 It revea l s in g ene r a l that television news 
is p rog ressing day by day and is f ast assuming a position of 
p rime importance in this newest communica.tions technique. This 
as s umption he,s been borne out, not only by the res ·oons e and 
attitude of s ev enty-three stations included in the survey , but 
by the t r emendous impact of televised Senate crime committee 
. 
hearings and_ other spectacular on-the- spot broadcasts . 
The regul ar coverage of nevvs admi ttedly will be a 
problem unt il addit-i onal technica l advances and larg er ne1.v-s 
staf fs are ava ilable and can be afforded by the i ndependent 
s t ation . Fort unately , res pondents to this survey realize there 
is yet no mag ic formula for attracting and reta ining ne;,vs 
audi ences, but that s uccess will h ave to depend on individual 
initiative , imag i na tion and exu erience . The out stano.i ne; 
problem then remains the economi c one, which newsmen bel ieve 
-.v-ill ev entuall y be el i minated vv ith the pass i ng of time and 
continued progra nooing of news . 
Res pondents indicat ed t hat despite the l ack of money 
and equi pment necessary for presenting the best type of 
1 As compared ;,v-ith a survey conducted by the National 
Ass ociat ion of Radio Ne1.-rs Directors , re-ported in 
Broadcasting-Telecasting Magaz i ne, November 27,1950. / 
I) 
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I illustre.ted ne,,rs , great strides are being me.de in the indust ry 
j new s-vrise . 
Conclusions . Three strong conclusions are appe,rent 
in this s tudy . They ar~ : expansion of time lengths , increas e 
in the number of daily newscasts, and integration of the best 
l knovn~ audio- visual stan~ards of production i nto one t ype of new 
·I show . These milestones indicate a voluminous rise in the 
diss emina tion of illustrated news on television \vhich point 
I 
II 
tmvard the road of a better informed, more tolerant American 
publ ic. 
The findings reveal that 2. 8 nevrscasts are shOivn 
daily over the average television station . In addition, thirty 
eight stations carry at least one net1·rork nei'TS progre.m daily 
each day . The average amount of time allotted daily to ne1.-rs 
programming in independent stations is thirty- s even minutes . 
Most heartening result of the findings i s the fact 
that more thEm h a lf the respondents, or forty stations, 
currently produce a daily ne~rJscast which integrates film, 
studio p roduction and v i sual aids, and utilizes a ne\V"sman 
before the camera . This trend echoes the competitive and p ro-
g ress ive spirit among the nation ' s television nevrsmen , in t.hat, 
regardless of the video medium 1 s demands and as s ets, a ne1.-1sman 
sitt i ng at a desl~ is cons idered e ssent i a l for handling much of 
the n evJs which cannot be p resented visually and for competing 
with radio's s need of report i ng . 
It can be safely concluded that s tations a re 
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gradually present i ng t h e types of loca l newscasts which, in I 
I their oDinion, carry the high est standards of news progr amming . 1 
!Forty- s even of the sixty-four stat ions answering the quest ion 
· reDorted they regula rly pres ent the ne1trs cast which they prefer 
for loca l needs. All but n ine f elt their individual preferences 
rated the highest viewer interest in their respective coverage 
a reas . Thes e fe'\Jir i ndice,ted that on-the-snot telecasts vrere 
superior to their own spec i a l preferences. 
Also of transcendent i mportance are figure s showing 
that twenty- f ive stat ions process loc~l film or have it pro-
cessed by l aboratories out s ide t he s tudios . 
The report on the survey shows conclus ive evidence 
that e.nimation of news is an es s entia l technique vrhich resDon -
dents felt should be explo ited to lend mobility and clarifica-
tion to complex and prosa i c sto ries . 
Conflicting views were expres s ed on the use of con-
tinual ity editing tech.niques s uch as the cUssolve and the fade . 
A higher percentage favored u s ing an instantaneous cut without 
laps e of time as the · most effective type of trans ition betv1een 
news stories . They regarded these cues as incorrectly appl ied , 
)non-reportorial editing techniques and 
creating di stractions from the news . 
condemned them as 
On the 'ilhole, result s of this study shovr a f avorable 
attitude tov-mrd the value of nev·TS di ssemi nation on television, 
Jand even more important , the opinion express ed by res Dondents 
I furt.her s trengthen ed their a cceptance of the continuing 
I 
i obligation of ne"\vsmen to broadcast the most acceptable, accurate1 
i 
and comp rehensive types of nevmcasts within their means c.nd 
knovrledg e . 
This r e port would be far from complete if it failed 
I to recognize the commendable job being done by neH-smen in the 
non-interconnected te l evision stations . These men, '~ili thout 
benefit of elaborate net>rrorlc n ews shovrs to complete their 
coverage of world ne'tlS are producing note\vorthy prog r e,ms vrith 
a tremendous output of money and effort . Their activities in 
the nei'rs field bear witness to vJhat ing enuity, conviction e.nd 
h a rd Hork can accomplish in this ne1-J· journalism technique . 
Furth ermore, the effort s exerted in these isolated stat ions 
s t a nd as proof that many ney,rsmen a re dedicated to vast 
imp rovements in television news presentations . 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF NETHS CASTS ORIGINATED DAILY-l~ FROivl 
SEVENTY-THREE TELEVISION STATIONS 
Number of Stations Number of Shows 
22 2 
18 1 
9 4 
6 3 
5 5 
5 0 
4 6 
2 12 
1 10 
1 7 
J.rNewscasts are produced on both a five day and a 
seven day-a-week basis. Number of shm1s does not 
include net1vork nev·Tscasts carried. 
--~~--------------­
!1 
'I 
TABLE II 
RESFONDENTS PRODUC I NG COTviBINATION NEVISREEL AND 
NEwSMAN ON-CAMERA SHOWS 
Number of Stat ions Total daily number of shovrs 
shovi'S daily repo rting produced and time l engt hs 
1 30 13 5 mi ns 
2 7 8 10 mins . 
3 1 30 15 mins . 
4 1 
1~~ 1 
Tota l 40 Total 51 
*This f i gure i ndicates this type of shm,r is produced only on 
occas ion. 
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TABLE III 
RESPONDENTS TELECASTING STRl\.IGHT NEWSREELS 
Number of 
shmvs daily 
'I =---,:.==·=-
1 ~ 
3 
Stations 
reporting 
27 
3 
1 
6 
2 
Total 39 
Total dai ly number of shmm 
produced and time lengths 
8 
18 
14 
3 
3 
Tota l 46 
5 mins . 
10 mins. 
15 mins. 
20 mins. 
30 mins. 
-t~This figure indicates this type of show is produced weekly . 
*rThis figure indicates this type of show is produced semi-
weekly . 
76 
77 
- '! 
TABLE IV 
NUlVIBER OF .STATIONS PRODUCING CON!11ENTATOR ON-CAI'-'lERA SHO'lS 
Number of Stations Total daily number of shOHS 
ShO\'JS daily reporting produced and time lengths 
1 18 11 1 min . 
2 6 12 5 mins . 
3 3 11 10 mins . 
LJ- 1 15 15 mins . 
7 1 2 20 mins . 
1-lt 2 
Total 31 Total 51 
~This figure rep resents number of s hows v-reeldy . 
I 78 I 
) 
- -
' T I I 
I 
II 
I 
TABLE V 
l~BER OF RESPONDENTS PRODUCING 
I STILL-PICTURE NEVfS CASTS 
I 
Number of Stations Tota l de.ily number of shoi'TS 
shm,rs daily reporting produced and time lengths 
1 22 28 5 mins. 
2 6 11 10 mins. 
3 1 8 15 mins. 
5 2 
Total 31 Total 47 
I I 
-
I Number of 
· shov.rs daily 
1 
2 
3 
TABLE VI 
NUiviBER OF STATIONS PRODUCING STRAIGHT 
NEwS TELLER ON -C_A_IV'"J.ERA 
SHO\tlS 
Stations 
report ing 
Tot a l da ily number of shoi'ls 
produced and time lengths 
14 
10 
2 
Total 26 
22 
7 
11 
Total 40 
5 mins. 
10 mins. 
15 mins . 
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TABLE VII 
STATIONS TELEVIS I NG NE111STAPE PROGRJu\18 
--l, ----------. 
TABLE VIII 
Nm~BER OF NETWORK NDJSCASTS CARRIED 
DAILY BY STATIONS 
Number of network 
ne1.tfscasts 
1 
2 
Stations 
re:9orting 
33 
5 
Total 38 
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TABLE IX 
NUl'-ffiER OF STAT I ONS P RO CESS I NG LOCAL NE\'lSREELS 
I 
I 
I 
rl 
II 
I 
============================================= ! 
Station s r eporting Percente,ge 
20 27 
5 7 
48 66 
Tota l 73 Total 100% 
vlhere proce ssed 
At the studi o 
At ~:m out s i de 
agency 
None 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
li 
II 
., I~ 
'I 
============================/! 
II 
,I 
lj 
j, 
I 
______ 1 __  
I 
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TABLE X 
NUMBER OF STATIONS '"'UBS CRIBING TO 
S YNDI CAT ED NE\'lSREELS 
Newsreels Stations reporting 
i 
I TelenevJS 34 
I 
i 
NBC 7 
Packag e Programs, Inc. 1 
None 31 
Total 73 
II 
-===ll~---
,, 
83 
Percentage 
10 
1 
42 
Total 100% 
TABLE XI 
AiviOUNT OF TIME TAKEN TO TELB."VISE N:EV/SREEL 
AFTER BEING S HOT ON-LOCATION 
Amount of time 
r equired 
36 mins. 
50 mins . 
1 hour 
1-?3 hours 
2 hours 
3-4 hours 
5-6 hours 
Sta tions reporting 
1 
2 
4 
2 
7 
4 
2 
Total 22 
84 
85 
====-====~======~~---====================================================~========= 
TABLE XII 
METHODS OF PRESENTING AUDIO VJ.ATTER ON-CA!VIERA 
II 
!! ================== 
I 
I Methods employed Stations reporting Pe.rcen t ag 
' ====================================================== 
I Copy rea.d on-camera 
' Completely memorized 
I 
Part l y memorized and 
pe.rtly read on camera 
Ad lib from notes 
Copy p roj e cted near camera 
j No anm,rer 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Total 
22 30 
10 14 
23 31 
8 li 
5 7 
5 7 · 
73 Total 100% 
' 
I 
TABLE XIII 
NU¥.LBER OF STAT IONS I NTERVIEWI NG 
GUESTS IN THE NE\IJ'S 
! :f\1ethods employed Statlons reporting Percentage 
On-camera 49 57 
j Occas ionally on film 13 15 
24 28 
*"'~Tot al 85 Total 100% 
*This figure includes no answer to the question. 
~~This total adds to more than seventy-three because of 
multipl e responses by the same station . 
' ---~ 
TABLE XIV 
PREFERRED TYPES OF LOCAL NEWS SHOWS 
AND REASONS FOR PREFERENCES 
A B~ c- D 
Reas ons used Tape Newsreel Stills Commentator 
~ith prod-
uction aids 
Adaptability to 
loca l needs and 6 
visual continuity 
Va riety and 15 3 interest 
-
Cheaper and 1 2 8 quicker 
Totals 1 21 2 11 
E~ 
Comb in-
at ion 
of BCD 
21 
8 
29 
_, 
I 
I 88 i I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
i 
II I I 
I 
TABLE JlJl I 
I 
RESPONDENTS 1 A':I'TITUDES CONCERNING VIEVvERSHIP I 
I APPEAL OF PREFERRED TYPES OF 
LOCAL NEitlS CASTS 
A B C' D E 
Does p reference Tape Newsreel Stills Commentator Comb in-
carry greatest with produc- at ion 
vie-vrer interes t? tion aids of BCD 
I I 
II 
Yes 21 1 7 26 
No 1 1 4 
Not necessarily 3 
I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I I 
---r -- --
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I TABLE 1.'VI 
I FACTORS PROHI BI TING STATIONS FROM PRODUC I NG 
PREFERRED TYPES OF LOCAL N~lS CASTS 
A B c D E_ 
Reas on s not Tape Ne1.-rsreel St ills Oomi1lentator Uombin-
produced with prod- at i on 
uction aids of BCD 
I 
Co st 7 1 3 
Time 1 
Facilit ie s and 1 1 3 p e rs onnel 
I 
I 
·-
I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
Number of 
s t ations 
25 
6 
42 
Total 73 
TABLE :XVII 
NU~ffiER OF STATIONS PROCESSING 
STILL PHOTOS OF LOCAL N~vS 
Percentage 
34 
8 
58 
Total -100% 
W'here ·9rocessed 
In the studio 
Affiliated newspapers 
and outside studios 
None processed 
90 
I 
li 
TABLE XVIII 
NUMBER OF .STATIONS SUBSCRIBING TO 
iviREPHOTO SERVICES 
Services 
I nter-D.at ional Nev.rs 
Pictures 
Assoc i ated Press 
Acme 
~~None 
Number of 
sta,tions 
5 
12 
11 
45 
Total 73 
*Thi s figure includes no answer to the question . 
Percentages 
7 
16 
15 
62 
Total 100% 
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TABLE XIX 
PREFERENCE3 OF RADIO AND PRESS WIRE SERVICES -
Services Number of 
Sta tions 
Associated Pres s 32 
United Press 34 
I nternational News Service 9 
Tran sradio 1 
No preference 10 
<~!-Total 26 
Percentages 
37 
4o 
10 
1 
12 
Total 100% 
~rThis total add s to more than seventy-three because of multiple 
resnonses by the same ste.tion . 
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TABLE XX 
NUll/lEER OF STATIONS RE'\t{RITING \A!IP.E COPY 
Copy rev-Iritten 
Yes 
Sometimes 
No 
No answer 
Number of stations 
reporting 
33 
10 
18 
12 
Total 73 
Percentages 
45 
14 
25 
16 
Total 100% 
93 
I 
I 
TABLE XXI 
ATTITUDES TOVJARD THE EFFECTIVEI\JESS 
OF ANI :rf.i.ATION 
Animations tend 
to clarify stories 
Stations 
reporting 
1 Yes 51 
16 
6 
No 
Total 73 
Percentages 
70 
22 
8 
Total 1 00% . 
~===~==-~=====================================================F======= 
I 
95 
I 
I 
TABLE XXII 
NUMBER OF STATIONS CREATING ANil~TIONS 
I 
Animat ions used Stations Percentagffi 
reporting 
Yes 17 23 
Sometimes 7 10 
No 43 59 
No ans\'rer 6 8 
Tot al 73 Total 100% 
I 
I 
--
. 
I 
I I 
I 96 
; 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
TABLE XXIII 
ATTITUDES TO\'TARD THE COMPREHENS I ON 
QUALITIES OF STUDI O RESOURCES 
Studio p roduct ion .Stations Per•centages 
a ids enhance com- reporting I p reh ens ion 
I 
Yes 56 77 
Not necessarily lj. 6 I I 
No 3 4 I 
No ans-v·.rer 10 13 
Tot a l 73 Tota l 100% 
--
I 
TABLE XXIV 
RESOURCES USED TO INCREASE COMPREHENSION 
OF NEitVS IDEAS 
Resources u s ed 
Visua l Aids 
I nterviews 
Physical objects 
Maps 
Che~rts , graphs 
Animations 
Art i st at easel 
Approe~ch of commentator 
Others 
Stations 
reporting 
20 
17 
11 
24 
17 
18 
5 
3 
13 
Percentages 
16 
13 
9 
19 
13 
14 
4 
2 
10 
"~Total 128 Total 100% 
-ll-This total adds to more than seventy-three becaus e of multiple 
re s nons es by the same station. 
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TABLE Y::IY 
ATTITUDES ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OPTICAL ILLUSIONS 
AS T~-NSITIONAL TECin~IQUES 
II======== 
1 Dissolves and Stations Percentages 
fade s preferred repo rting 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
26 
34 
13 
Total 73 
35 
47 
18 
Total 100% 
I 
I 99 
) 
II I 
I 
TABLE XXVI 
ATTITUDES TOWARD EXPANS ION OF DETAILS 
IN I NDIVIDUAL NE\rfS STORIES 
I 
More details Stations Percentages 
reporting 
Yes 10 14 I 
Maybe 14 18 
No 40 56 
No answer 9 12 
Total 73 Total 100% 
I 
-
I 
TABLE XXVII 
ATT ITUDES ON THE ADEQUACY OF ONE DAILY 
FIFTEEN -MINUTE NEI'lS CAST 
One 15-minute 
shmv adequate 
Yes 
No 
No ansvfer 
Stations 
re:oorting 
30 
34 
9 
Percentages 
42 
47 
11 
Total 73 T:otal 100% 
100 
TABLE XXVIII 
ATTITUDES ON ~~ISION OF 
NEtlSGATHERING TECHNIQUES 
Revise newsgathering 
techniques 
Yes 
No 
No anm,rer 
Stations 
reporting 
48 
13 
12 
Percentages 
66 
18 
16 
Total 100% 
/I 
I 
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APPENDIX B. 
TABLE XXIX 
BRE..~KDO'\'TN ON M..A.N HOURS DEVOTED TO THE CBS-TV 
"DOUGLAS EDV~ARDS AND THE 111"-E'v'I'S " 
The following personnel devote eight hours per day: 
Douglas Ed\·mrds -cornmentator 
Don Hewitt-director 
Associate director 
Ne"vvs editors - 2 
Cutters - 2 
Film Librarian 
Artists - 2 
Secretary 
The following person.r1el devote approximately one hour a day, 
air and rehearsal: 
Switcher 
Video control 
Audio man 
B-oom man 
Sound effects 
Cameramen - 2 
Floor manager 
Stage hands - 2 
Electrician 
Projectionist-telop. 
The follm-ring personnel devote a -portion of their time to the 
shov.f: 
Research 
Washington bureau 
A.M. editor 
Mr . Chester 
Mr. Church 
Mr. Wefing 
Outside agenc ies: 
Photo 
INP 
Telene\vS 
Developing 
One hou.r 
One hour 
One hour 
T~-ro hours 
T-t-ro hours 
T\VO hours 
Two hours 
Tvm hours 
Man hours hard to allocate 
One hour 
Total man hours ••• l06 
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TABLE XXX 
CBS-TV- "DOUGLAS EDWARDS AliJD THE NEWS " NEWS LINEUP 
1. Opening 16/A :30 :30 
2 . Edwards live :45 1:15 
3 . Commercial 35/C- 1:00 2:15 
4 . Edvmrds live :30 2: 45 
5 . Budget Animation 16/A 2:00 4:45 
6 . i:-1artin Bal) 
7 . McCarran Ba1) :40 
8. Cannon Bal) 
9 . Bridges Bal) 
[10. Bridges (SND) 16/A 1:10 6:35 
b-1 . Edv1ards live :45 7:20 
b-2 . Korea 1-fup live :45 8:05 
tl-3 .. J ets shoot down l'-1igs 16/A 1:20 9 :25 
14. Ncwy planes strike Reds 16/A 1:10 10:35 
15. Chiang gives dipl omas 16/A :40 11:15 
16. Edwards live :35 11:50 
17 . Il~e in England 16/A :25 12:15 
18. Edvrards li-ve :30 12:45 
19. March of Dimes 35/C- 1:00 13:45 
20. Ed\vards live :10 13:55 
21. Close 16/ A :20 llJ-: 15 
22 • . TN Bal) :10 llJ-: 25 
23 . System Bal) 
TABLE XXXI 
BREAKDOilN ON PER30NNEL CONTRIBUTING TO THE 
II CAJ.J!EL NEW'S CARAvAN II NEilS CAST 
The fo llowing personnel devote eight hours per day: 
John Cameron Svvayze - comrnentator 
Ralnh Peterson - director 
Francis McCall - associate director 
Art Lodge - news film supe1~isor 
Ne1trs edi t.ors - 2 
Cutter 
Film librarian 
Art i st 
Secretaries - 2 
The folloltling personnel devote partial effort to the shovv-: 
Total man hours ••• difficult to est lme-te 
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TIME 
7: l.J-5: 00 
(: 30) 
7:45:30 
( : LI-5) 
7:46:15 
(: 15) 
7:46:30 
(: 47) 
7:47:17 (: 10) 
7:47:27 
(: 40) 
7:48:07 
(: 07) 
7:48:14 
(: 30) 
7:48:34 
(1 :14) 
7: LI-9: 48 
(1:00) 
7:50:48 
(1:45) 
TABLE XXXII 
NBC-TV 11 CAMEL NEVVS CARAVAN 11 ROUTINE SHEET 
SUBJECT AUDIO 
FIU~ SOF-F 
OPENING Cm'fiv~RCIAL 
JCS JCS-C' 
VIDEO 
F Po s 35 
Reel 1 
c-
VUGRAPH JCs-c· C 
ROLL CUE 
" ••• a Red group far .to the South. The UN 
CAM""'RA 
has given u p Wonju salient. And the combination 
of wi thdrmv-al and attack s eems a i med at saving 
maximum strength 1-rhile sapp ing the enemy." 
FILM 
UIJONGBU VILLAGE 
F Neg 35 
Reel 2 
JCS JCS-C C' 
ROLL CUE 
11Also from Korea, these Signal Corp s Combat 
films for use bv the Defens e Denartment . 
They show a giant operation "Demolition 11 
FILL'III c· F Pos 35 
PORT DEMOLITION Reel 1 
JCS J -C.S-C c PROJECTOR 
RUN-THRU 
FILi"vJ: c F Pos 35 
EISENHOWER TOUR Reel 1 
FILM SOF-F F Pos 35 
COiJi~>TERC IAL #1 Reel 1 
JCS JCS-C c 
ROLL CUE 
11 
• ••• is moving to speed up price control 
machinery. -- S11itching the subject, here 
in New York the civil d.efense storv is 
be.ing carried into every home . 11 " 
FIU~ 
SCHOOL CIVIL DEFENSE 
DRILL 
c· F Neg 35 
Reel 1 
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7:52:33 JCS JCS-C 
II < = 07) 
7: 52: 40 FIIJVl c; 
(:45) WEST BERLIN ~ffiYORS 
7:53:25 JCS JCS - C (:10) ROLL CUE 
"Another problem facing Euro:9e 
need of coal aga in !- his wi nter 
u-om-ring in influemza. There is a 
- II in some places . 
7: 53: 3 5 FILIVl C (: 45) HOLLAND VACCINATED 
7:54:20 JCS JCS-~ 
( : oL~) 
7:54:24 FILIVl c·· 
(:45) GIFTS TO ITALIAN COPS 
7:55:09 FILM SOF-F 
( : 26 ) COJ:.ilvlERCIAL #2 
7:55:35 JCS JCS-C' 
(: 04) 
7:55:39 FILM SOF-F 
(1:00) KID FASHIONS 
7 :56:39 JCS JCS-C-
( 2:36) 
7:59:15 FIIJVl SOF-F {: 10 ) CLOSING CO:tviiviERCIAL 
7:59:25 FADE FADE 
C PROJECTOR 
RUN-THRU · 
F Neg 35 
Reel 1 
'!trhich is in 
is the s h a i"p 
near e p idemic 
F Pos 35 
Reel 2 
C PROJECTOR 
RUN-THRU 
F Pos 35 
Reel 2 
F Pos 35 
Reel' 2 
C PROJECTOR 
RUN-THRU 
F Pos 35 
Reel 2 
c 
F Pos 35 
Reel 1 
FADE FADE 
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APPENDI X C. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Number of news shows produced • Number of network news shows 
carried • V~ich network news show do you prefer 
------
2. Number of following shows originated at your station: (weekly) 
3. 
4. 
5. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
News tape --~~------~ · Length of each 
Connnentator (On-camera) • Length -o"=f~e-a-c':"'h--------. 
Newsreels -.--.Le.-n_g..,..t~h of each ------
Stills (Wi~t~h-l~l~.v-e __ c_o_py~)- • Length of each • 
-=--~---Straight newsteller-on-camera • Length of each • 
Combination of all -------------------· -----
Does commentator interview guests on-camera • 
Does he read copy on-camera • 'l"lM"'"e_m_o_r-:i_z_e_ 
On film • (Check): 
I9 copy projected 
List and briefly outline or printed on large cards from which he reads --'='"""~ 
other methods of presenting news -----------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Does your station process local newsreels If not, to what newsreel 
service do you subscribe • Do you produce 
integrated newsreel ( with-::1-:i-v_e __ c_o_py~)--a-n-=d~c-omm---e-n-:t-a-:t-o_r ___ o_n ___ c_a_m_e-ra shows • 
-------If so, give general format and content 
------------------------------------
If your station maintains a film processing laboratory, how long does it take to 
air a news film sequence from the time it was shot on location • 
--------------Does your station process still photos of local news ------------~~':"'-------~~· 
Which wire photo service do you receive -------------------· Which press wire 
do you prefer to use for TV-news • Why 
--------
• Is it rewritten • 
--------------------------------------------- --------------
6. which method of local news presentation do you prefer 
--------------------------Vfh 
Do you feel this type of telecast carries the greatest viewer interest • 
~":""""-----Does your station produce this type of show • If not, what factors 
prevent you from doing so -------------------------------------------------------
1. Do you feel that animation tends to clarify more complex stories, e.g., labor 
legislation, politics, finance and elections Do you create animations 
to simplify complex stories If not what is your reason 
----------
(please see reverse side) 
B. Do you feel that news comprehension difficulties are cleared up with the 
combination of words, pic-tures and motion What resources at 
hand do you use to increase listener s ' comprehension of ideas presented 
d 1 s~ olve s , fades 
Do you feel that film tricks , i .e . , wi pes/and other optical illusions 
better transitions anc. s mooth.;iOYi.ng news shows Vvhy 
produce 
• 
10. Do you think that TV-news should cover more details in individual news stories 
• Why 
------------ ------------------------------------------------------
Do you feel that one 15-minute news show adequately covers the day's news 
Do you think neYrs- gathering techniques will have to be re-
vised for TV-news • How will they differ from gathering news 
for radio 
------------------------------------------------------------------
11. In your opinion what is the greatest immediate need for improving local TV-
news presentation 
----------------------------------------------------
12. Please use space below for expansion of comment on any of the above questions. 
Any additional comment will be acknowledged. 
Ca ll Letter s : 
Cit y : 
Name of Nev-rs Dire ctor: 
I 
APPENDI _ D 
.t,.lthough fourteen stat ions included in the sur-vey do I 
not errmloy ne;:.rs s taff s , al l of the sevent y -three resnondents 
I 
re:Jor·ted their stat ions currently p ro c; r2.m nm·Js in one fon1 or 1 
anot_1er . Lev1scasts in these ste.tions are prepaTed and nre sent. - I 
ad by program directors , p~duction directors ana othe; stationl 
Only five of the reslJonr ents do not nroduce loca l nev s 
1:::rosr·e.ms . These st2.t io· s , hm,Ieve r , are connected on the 
coa~~ial cable e.nd ca ry e.t ~e2.st 01 e de ily ne•ds shovl fro 11 one 
of t h3 existing television netHorks . Tvvo of thes~ stat ions 
:twt orisinatii:g local neHs l ack television c2.meras but plc:m to 
produce local newscasts ;,.,rhen equi~;ment becomes a.vailable . TvJO 
other stst ions not ori g inating neus from their s tudios, 
ho-.-iever , ci.o em·oloy a 1 e•.-:sman , \-Jho re : orted. having ~)ro uced 
co..::.1bi1.1a.tion ne1-1s ·eel o_.n comm~mte.tor on- c a mera p rosre.ms e.t one 
time . Thi s loce.l servi ce •.-Jas d i scontinued vr:1eD netvwrk 
:acilities became avai l able . 
'I'weuty s tations re·::ol"ueo having fEvcilities i n the 
studio for :oroces "":L g l oce,l f ilm nev~s sequences . _our r ore 
re· .. --.,orted he.ving l oee.l film nm·rs foot c;~ge pre1)a.red by outside 
photocraphic l abo r a uories . A s i snificant revelation in the 
survey i s t '_e.t ten of the tvrenty-four stations p roces s lng 
loce.l film : evJs a re non-interconnec:ted st2.,tions . Thi s is 
I 
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irrefutable eYicleEce the.t i s olated ste:t.ions , vrithout be efit of 
netvork sc::.Qi.·J s to b2.lance their 9 rosramming, are c5o i ng a 
co:l1ll1enc::\b le j ob of disseminating nevrs . Only one s t Et ion not on 
.he co~zial cable u resents news only by the taue method . A 
total of eish teen non-interconnected television s t e.t ions 
renlied .o .he quest ionna i re . 
reas represented in the survey i nclud:;: all .in 
the United St c...tes Hith exce~Jtion of the Pe.cific Northwest , 
whi ch i s covered by only one station in 3eatt l e , Washington . 
Fourteen televis i on markets , of the to"ual 3i::ty- thi'ee 
on the air , v.rere not rep resented in the s tudy . These areas 
not i l"lcluded in the survey are one- stau ion , non- com:9etitive 
televis ion markets (See Tabl e 34). For statistic s of 
television mar~ret s represented in the aurvey , see Table 33 . 
The coverage signals of stations res nonding to the 
questionnaire in s ome cases overlap non-reiJresented me.rkets. 
Hov1ever , clear rece-Jtion i s not suarant eed in t _1ese fringe 
e .. rea .. s . 
----=-====~==================== 
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T BLE XXXIII 
TELE.VI S ION ~Jll RKETS REPRESENTED I N THE SURVEY 
JV.tARE . .b:r OUTLETS ·:}STATIONS ·!Hl-SETS I N 
ON AIR REPORT ING 
-"'"REA 
':..1 buq ue rq ue 1 1 7,400 
Ames 1 1 47,625 
Atla.nta 2 2 104, 000 
Baltimore 3 1 28LJ-, 935 
Bingh e.mton l 1 34 , 410 
Birmingha m 2 1 36 , 000 
Bloomington l 1 14,900 
Bo s ton 2 2 700 , 510 
Buffa lo 1 1 190,911 
Charlotte 1 1 65 , 003 
C_J.icago 4 2 854 , 436 
Cincinnati 3 1 259,000 
Cleveland 3 1 453' 575 
Columbus 3 1 150,000 
Dallas-Fort 11/"orth 3 3 109 , 264 
Da vennort 1 1 49 ' 581 
Dayton 2 2 172,000 
Detroit 3 2 445 ,679 
Greensboro 1 1 57,455 
Huntington- Charlestown 1 1 3 8 , 000 
J e.clrsonville 1 1 2 8 ,000 
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:VJ.ARKET OUTLZTS ~~STATIONS .'·:~3~TS I II 
ON AIR REPORTING .... RE.!. 
Johnstown 1 1 75,100 
Kal amazoo-Grand Ra:pids 1 1 120,269 
Kansas City 1 1 107 , 919 
Lans ing 1 1 46 ,ooo 
Lo s Angeles 7 5 877' 421 
Loui sville 2 2 82 ' 858 
Miami l l 55 , 000 
Milvvaukee l l 224 ,721 
?aul 2 2 251 ,100 
l l 24,781 
Haven l l 143' 800 
ei·i York 6 3 2 2l.J-O 000 
' ' 
Ne1riark 1 l 
l~or:Lolk l 1 61,459 
Okl ahoma City l l 79 'l.J-95 
I 
Omaha 2 1 71 ,658 
Phi1e.de1:phia 3 3 814 ,000 
Pittsburgh 1 1 212 , 000 
?rovidence 1 1 105 , 355 
Richmond l l 68,751~ 
Se.1t Lake City 2 1 39,000 
Se.n Antonio 2 2 Li·2 ,097 
Scm Diego 1 1 89 ,ooo 
oan Frs.ncisco 3 3 16 8 , 215 
K~RKET OUTLETS ~~STATI0):\18 
ON AIR REPORTil\~G 
St . Louis 1 1 
Syracus e 2 2 
Utica-Rome 1 1 
V e. s h i ngton 4 3 
1 i1mi n gt on 1 1 
·l:· Oa 11 Let t ers of Re s pondents Listed i n Bibliography 
:H:·Broadce.sting-Te l ece.sting Magazine , lv'I2.rch 26, 1951 
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.J~a!!.·SETS I N 
AREA 
268,000 
1 07 , 961 
3 8 ,500 
244 , 260 
59 , 901 
I 
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I TABLE XXXIV I I 
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TELKITI 3ION IV.Lt\RiiliTS NOT REPR~SENTED I N THE 3URVEY 
I 
J.viarlcet Station -!~3et s in Area I 
Erie vliCU 50 , 000 I 
Gr.:?.nd _ ~'~.p i ds-Kalamazoo itlLAV-TV 111 , 929 
Houston ICPRC -TV 69 ' 1!·93 
I ndia nano1is vvFB~1-TV 132, 000 
Lancaster lfTGAL-TV 84 , 606 
\.iemphis Vi'HCT 79 , 277 
Nei•T OrleEns VlDSU-T'v 52,150 
Phoenix KPHO-TV 37 , 400 
I 
_ oche 3ter ~;TK.l',..i"I-TV 77,219 I 
I 
I 
Island VlHBF-TV 49 , 5cl 
I 
ock I 
I Schenect ady-Albany- Troy 'v'l RGB 14-7 , 000 
I Seatt le KI NG--TV 7 5 ' 800 
Toledo vfSJ?D-TV 120,000 
Tulsa IWTV r 8 , 950 J 
I ·!~ ro e. d e as t ing -Te l ecc:. sting Ivi2..e;az ine, fjiarch 26 
' 
1951 . I 
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